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FOREWORD

The year 1980 seems a propitious time to pause and take stock of

performance-based vocational' teacher education. The principles of PBTE

are now generally understood and widely accepted (though less widely
applied), individualized instructional modules have been available long

enough to have been thoroughly put to the test and found successful,

and new PBTE programs have emerged in many areas of the countny. Besides,

all of us who are working in this most exciting education innLvation need,

from time to time, a chance to have our energies renewed,. our plans and

intentions reinforced, and our reservoir of information reilled. \The

National Invitational Conference on Performance-Based Teacner Education

provided an opportunity to do all these things.

This document is a compilation of the major presentatlions, prepared

for printed form, that were given at the National Conference. A number

of mini-presentations were also a featured activity, but unfortunately, ,

space does not permit their inclusion here. Most Conference sessions

were held on the campus of the University of Central Flvida, with Some

seventy vocational teacher education leaders attending. Twenty-two

states and one Canadian province were represented. All of those at the

Conference were directly involved with the development or implementation

of PBTE in some way.

The National Invitational Conference on PBTE developed around two

main themes: the present state of the scene in performance-based voca-

tional teacher education, and changes in the educational setting in both

schools and colleges that will affect PBTE in the near future. The first

theme is dealt with in several presentations describing views, or pros-

pects, of PBTE from a number of personal vantage points in the educational

landscape. Robert Houston looks at teacher education From the national
perspective and finds that PBTE has come a long way, but sees some rough

patches still to be crossed. In a series of descriptive presentations,
Fardig, Paugh, Sorg, Park, and Hall report on an operational PBTE program\that has )1 tempted to exemplify all the principles and practices that give

this approa h such great potential for improving teacher education.
Kay Adams' s udy shows that PBTE has proved to be in educationally sound

and successful R & D innovation.

But what are the future prospects of PBTE? Will this approach con-

tinue to grow in strength and expand in application? What must be done

in vocational teacher education to meet the challenges that lie ahead?

Projects at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education
give some response to these questions. Hamilton and Harrington describe
the research studies being used as the basis for developing modules to

prepare vocational teachers for working with students with special needs,
while Norton reports on performance-based materials that are being de-
veloped to train vocational administrators. From the point of view of

schools and colleges, competency-based vocational instruction and teacher



education centers are both very likely to potent forces in the future;
Heitzman and Toothman deal with these respectively. Pollard contends
that PBTE may make some of its greatest contributions in the area of
staff develclment in community colleges.

Discussion at the National Inviteional Conference made clear that
the problems of implementing PBTE are of continuing concern to teacher
educators. There is also-a fiem and growing conviction that dispite the
difficulties involved, and the fact that there is need for more research
and development, performance-based teacher education is surely the direc-
tion that preservice and inservice vocational teacher education must.take.
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An Analysis of the Performance-Based Education Movement

Introduction

When future generations look back at American education during the

1970's, they likely will mark it as the age of Performance-Based Educa-

tion (PBE) or Competency-Based EducAtion (CBE). Initiated in teacher

education at the close of the previous decade, PBE/CBE captured the

imagination of both educators and laymen throughout the world. The

approach has been used to educate dentists and physicians, nurses, engi-

neers, attorneys, teachers, and school administrators. It has been used

to train karate experts and restaurant managers. It has been used to

assume minimum standards for high school graduation and as a basis for

teacher certification. In all this activity, PBE/CBE has become politi-

cal as well as educational.

The motivation for turning to competency-based education can be

traced to two basic needs. Understanding them and their implications for

educators, and distinguighing between them, may help to clarify current

events, for their roots are different, their potential differektt, and

their philosophical bases different.

The Minimum Competency Movement

The first need is to protect traditional symbols of achievement.

Alarmed by falling test scores and reports that thousands of barely lit-

erate students aye graduating from high school, state legislatures are

turning to "competency-based Education" as an approach to shoring up the

high school diploma.

For many states, this implies tests of reading, mathematics, and

English language usage. For a number of educators, this is extended to

include evidence that "graduating students can app the basic skills in

everyday situations--writing a business letter, ma ing a wise consumer

purchase, deciphering a bus schedule, and so on" (Slater and Nafziger,

1978).

This minimum competency movement clearly is being pushed by non-

educators and implemented through state legislatures and state boards of

education. First introduced in 1975, by 1978, "33 states had taken some

type of action to mandate the setting of minimum competency standards for

elementary and secondary students. All the remaining states either have

legislation pending or legislative or state board studies under way"

(Pipho, 1978). Since this was written the move coward formalized mini-

mum competency tests has slowed, but according to a personal communication

in March 1980, from Chris Pipho, the movement's unofficial scorekeeper,

38 states have instituted some sort of action. Some of these mandate

state standards (e.g., Florida, Louisiana, Maryland), while others

leave the specific competency decisions to local schools (e.g., Oregon,
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Colorado). Several staies (e.g., Maine, Kansas and Illinois) requested
a pilot test of the system with a report back to the legislature (Pipho,

1980).

There is some evidence that such measures are making a difference.
In October 1978, a significantly greater number of Florida eleventh- and
twelfth-graders pased communications and mathematics tests than one year
earlier. "The results support the belief that Florida was right in im-
plementing a statewide system of performance standards and student tests
keyed to those standards...The first testing revealed our problem areas;
the results of the second testing show we are on the right track"
(Turlington, 1979).

Parallel to the competency requirements for high school graduation
is the minimum competency testing movement in teacher certification. In

addition to completing college preparation program requirements, prospec-
tive teachers must pass a competency test to qualify for their initial
teaching certificate. The National Teacher Examination is used for this
purpose in Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and
West Virginia. Arkansas and, after July 1, 1980, Virginia, require com-
petency testing but leave the specific instrument to be designated by
the state board of education. The Florida State Department of Education
is developing both general and specialized examinations that are scheduled
to be ready by July 1, 1980. Georgia requires that prospective teachers
pass a criterion-referenced test of knowledge in the teaching field for
which certification is sought. A number of other states, including
Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New York, Texas, and Vermont either
have the legislation introduced or are exploring actively the possibility
of minimum scores on competency tests as a prerequisite to certification.

Such minimum competency tests are not a recent development. The

professions of medicine, law, dentistry, engineering, and accounting have
employed them for years 35 the basis for licensure. The public approves
of such a practice for teachers. In the 1979 Gallup Poll of the Public's
Attitudes Toward the Public Schools, 85 percent of those polled believed
that teachers should be required to pass a state exam in their subject
areas and that they should be continually retested (Gallup, 1979).

The first basis for competency-based education for high school
graduates or prospective teachers is the protection of traditional sym-
bols of achievement. In part, this represents 11 lack of confidence by
the public in its institutions to provide quality education and to exer-
cise quality control.

Performance-Based Teacher Education

The second basis for competenty-based education, and clearly a dif-
ferent definition of the concept, is predicated upon valid performance
patterns and adult learning theory. Referred to as performance-based
teacher education (P8TE) or competency-based teacher education (CBTE),
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the movement was formulated and shaped in the laLe 1960's and early

1970's. Its major theses were that (1) performance of professionals and

the consequence of the performance were of greater importance than

simply knowing about a discipline or knowing about teaching; (2) objec-

tives of the program were based on knowledges and skills employed by

effective practitioners; (3) instruction in professional preparation was

designed to facilitate demonstration of competencies; and (4) evaluation

was based on objectives while learner progress was predicated on demon-

strated competence. The purpose of this second use of the term (actually

the first, chronologically), is instructional rather than protection even

though the goal of both is improved performance. PBTE was so visible

until the last three or four years that one might wonder if, today, it

is a movement whose time has passed. Evidence would suggest that this

is not the case. Marshall McLuhan's admonition that ohe's basic environ-

ment is all but invisible to those involved was punctuated with the

query: "Who invented water? It wasn't a fish." The basic principles of

PBTE, with two notable exceptions, are such a part of most teacher educa-

tion programs as to be virtually 'invisible to those involved (e.g.,

behavioral objectives, teaching-skill training, work in schools, modules).

Three national surveys have been conducted to determine the exten-

siveness of PBTE implementation, in 1973 by Allen Schmieder, in 1975 and

in 1977 by Sandefur and Westbrook, with a 1980 survey by Sandefur being

conducted at this time. These are summarized in the following table:

Involvement 1973a 1977c1975
b

(n=783) (n=570) (n=686)

n % n %* n %*

1. Opera..'ig full-

scale C,TE program 10 1 47 8 63 9

2. Operating limited
CBTE program 115 15 249 44 335 49

3. Exploring or developing
CBTE program 424 54 269 47 178 26

4. Not involved 228 29 98 17 199 29

*Does not sum to 100 percent because of duplications between groups

2 and 3.

a. Schmieder (1973) study based on 783 of 1200 institutions (65% response)

b. Westbrook and Sandefur (1975) study based on 570 of 865 AACTE

institutions (66% response)

c. Sandefur and Westbrook (1978) study based on 686 of 816 AACTE

institutions contacted (84% response)
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Trends in implementation may be summarized as follows: (1) the

number and percent of teacher education institutions operating full-scale
programs increased with each survey-lfrom 10 to 63 institutions and 1 to

9 percent); (2) the number and percent of institutions operating limited
PBTE programs increased with each survey; (3) the percent of institutions
exploring CBTEdieTgie7d with each survey (54% to 47% to 26%).

In 1977, Sandefur and Westbrook (1978) asked the 398 institutions
about their future plans. Fifty-one (51) percent planned to continue
with present programs, 31 percent planned to increase their PBTE pro-
grams, and only 6 percent planned to decrease PBTE programs.

The flood of written documents on PBTE could be subsiding, but the
mass continues to be formidable. For example, in 1971 Allen Schmeider
listed 22 items in his first bibliography on the topic, and 800 items
two years later (Schmeider, 1974). In 1976, Cappuzzello and his associ-
ates identified over 6,000 items. Much, of course, was redundant, but
it does reflect the increasing prominence of the movement during the
first half of the decade of the seventies. While no data are available
on the number of publications since.1976, an examination of indexes of
journals and lists of published books suggests a continuing but perhaps
decreased number of PBTE publications.

Research on Performance-Based Teacher Education

What have we learned from all these efforts? And what does the

future hold for PBTE? The answer to both these questions are not clear-

cut. Research on incidental/intentional learning and on Mastery Learning
(Block & Burns, 1976) continues to favor objectives-based instruction.
PBTE programs at the University of Nebraska (Sybouts, 1976, 297-304),
San Diego State University (Smith and Nagel, 1979), and the University
of Toledo (Dickson, 1979) are strong, productive programs while Illinois
State University's program had to be modified significantly (Lorber,
1979, a, b). A dissertation study of the ISU program found that,
although graduates of the program were able to outperform graduates of a
traditional program, the extent of their enhanced performance was not
statistically significant (Wiseman, 1974 as quoted by Lorber, 1979b).
Donald Enos (1976) on the other hand, in comparing PBTE students at San
Diego with students in the regular program, found that PBTE students had
-(1) significantly greater knowledge about teaching and learning, (2)
significantly better verbal interaction with children, (3) significantly
greater use of individualized instruction, and (4) significantly higher
ratings of their performance from children they taught.

For all the action, all the emotion, all the commitment to PBTE,
carefully controlled and documented studies are virtually non-existent.
This is the tragedy of the decade. So much energy went into development
that little was left for testing the effectiveness of various practices.
We are left with a half-dozen general statements which tend to support
the perceptions of those involved that PBTE is effective, but we have no



empirical evidence of littcertain things work and others do not.

The Futu're of PBTE

As I have reviewed the development in a number of institutions dur-
ing the past decade, I wonder how many shifts in programmatic thrusts
occurred because of political reasons rather than educational reasons.
jn several, a change in leadership precipitated a power struggle that
led to completely recast programs. The new leadership wanted its own
personal mark on the programs, and in so doing, extinguished any contri-
butions from the previous program. As a general practice, educators do

not build on the work of others. New programs are based on new sets of
competencies, new evaluation instruments, new structures, and new modules.
Seldom (almost never) is one program, however effective, transferred to
a new site. Each institution commits tremendous human and institutional
resources into "reinventing the wheel." It is no wonder, then, that a
major problem of many institutions is developer burn-out after a few
years of intense effort.

Measuring performance is still the overriding problem in the move-
ment, just as Elam warned us nine years ago (Elam, 1971). We have not
defined competencies or performances adequately enough for reliable
observations. With the exception of work at McBer and Company by
McClellan and his associates (Pottinger and Klemp, 1976), instrumentation

has remained fairly unimaginative. We could learn from efforts in other

fields.

McAfee and Green (1977) described five steps they used in implement-
ing performance appraisal for nurses. Prien, Jones, and Miller (1977)

won the annual Research Award of the American Society for Personnel

Administration for developing a behaviorally anchored rating scale.

Their problem: develop a performance evaluation system that would be

appropriate for a merit pay plan. The rating instrument was to be job-
related in each of 14,000 positions in fourteen departments of a state

government. While the roles and responsibilities ranged widely, sub-
scores and total scores were to be based on a common numerical scale.
Our problems in teacher education are nd less complex than theirs, yet
we seem to continue to design each evaluation instrument as though no
one else had faced similar problems or designed data collection instru-

ments. This practice leads back to reliance on several conventional and
inadequate approaches.

.;s

In some related areas, progress is being made. Research on the
effects of teacher practice or student learning has moved into a second
stage of development during the past three years. Correlation studies

are being supplemented by experimental research. Generalizations from
'studies of basic skills instruction in elementary grades are being, tested
with other concepts and age groups to check their generalizability
(Brophy, 1979).
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Finally, legal implications have assumed preeminence in all educa-
tional endeavors. Human subjects review and full disclosure°to partici-
pants of the implications of a study are required in experimental efforts
today. Teachers and administrators are more sensitive of their own legal
rights and of those they contaLt. The greatly increased court dockets
attest to this. A study we completed this spring indicnted that, for
the first time, legal responsibility was a recognized concern of beginning
teachers (Felder, et al, 1930).

Iddividualization and self-pacing, while basic to the PBTE concept,
have never been fully implemented in teacher education programs. Several
programs permitted students to choose the time they would complete
activities or use resources, but they were limited to the semester struc-
ture. I know of no programs in teacher education that fully committed
themselves to the PBTE concept. Thus, in some ways, PBTE has never been
fully tested as an instructional process.

The PBTE programs rely too heavily on modules and self-contained
instructional resources. For some, PBTE equals modular instruction.
Often hastily developed with few resources, modules do not have the sharp-
ness of focus, the careful editing and attending to detail, or the
innovative approach to complete successfully with commercial textbooks
and slick audio-visual resources. As one educator told me last week,
"They need to have life breathed into them." Modules require extensive
effort to develop and are seldom tested and revised. Few have become
more than local options. The modules developed at the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education are clearly an exception to this.
Their careful development is evident in their effectiveness with prospec-
tive and inservice teachers.

The major difference between the first half and the last half of the
seventies is one of emphasis. The first half of the seventies was
characterized by programmatic concerns* in teacher education. Educators
attempted to develop new and more effective curricula in teacher educa-
tion. Lnproving the competence of teachers was viewed as the way to
improve the education of the nation's youth.

But tne latter half of the seventies was one of emphasis on govern-
ance. Teacher center advocates pressed for majority representation by
teachers on committees and groups concerned with inservice or preservice
education. The National Education Association was successful in the
political realm as it led in the formation of the Department of Education
at the federal level. When teat.her educators gather together, it is not
the program that is discussed, it is the evolving relations with the
profession.

The shifting emphasis is a continuation of our search for the Holy
Grail. At one time we were certain that curriculum materials for young
people were the answer, with academicians assisting with "teacher proof"
mathematics and science texts. Then we shifted to an emphasis on the
teacher's competence as the answer, and now to the governance or structure

8



of the training arm of the educational profession.

What is needed in future developments is an integration of the

various approaches so as to draw strength from the strengths of each.

In this environment, PBTE will crntinue to contribute to improved educa-

tion.
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A Working Model
of

Performance-Based Vocational Teacher Education

Introduction

Two and a half years ago the University of Central Florida (or

Florida Technological University, as it was then) had a respectable,
albeit conventional, program of vocational teacher education. Now,

thanks to a college administration at least willing to allow an in-

novative program to be attempted, a state department of education with
enough foresight to provide financial support for program design and

implementation, and a committed, creative, and hard-working staff of
teacher educators, the new performance-based vocational teacher edu-
cation prcgram is a successful reality. The machinery of PBTE is
running at full tilt; the steam is up, the gears are turning, whistles
blowing, and production is hard-pressed to keep up with demand.

With special funding by the Florida Division of Vocational Educa-
tion, the PBTE project at the University of Central Florida is right on
schedule in its three and a half year plan. The project has three major
goals, all of which are well on their way to realization:

1. To design and install a functional performance-based
vocational teacher education program at the University

of Central Florida. The program is meant to meet the
needs of ail vocational teachers in the University
service area more satisfactorily than is possible with
a conventional program. It is designed to exemplify
and make operational the essential principles and best
Practices of PBTE, and at the same time be feasible,

practical, and transportable.

2. To serve as a laboratory of PBTE implementation. A

major purpose of the project is to identify implemen-
tation problems, develop solutions for those problems,
and come to gripe with the myriad details involved in
organizing and managing a PBTE program. The project
staff is also working to develop fresh approaches to
the delivery of instruction and efficient administrative
procedures, all of which may be applicable to programs
in other institutions.

3. To evaluate the effectiveness of the program, and dissem-
inate the product and results to the profession. As the
first teachers complete the certification or degree pro-
gram, plans for program evaluation will be put into oper-

ation. The State Department of Education and sister
institutions in the Florida university system are being
kept informed of progress, and reports are being made to
the national teacher education profession through per-
sonal contact and in the professional literature.
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The Program Design and Development

A detailed and thoroughly conceptualized technical plan was developed

to help reach project goals. The selection of teacher competencies for
the instructional program was an early and crucial step in the planned

development process. While all vocational teacher education programs

draw from much the same research base, UCF int-rpreted research results

and selected program content in accordance witn its students' needs, the

local education setting, and institutional resources. This step rPrplired

considerable time and professional commitment on the part of the UCF

staff.

The UCF competency identification process followed that given in
diagrammatic form in Figure I. As a first step, nominated competencies
were derived from a variety of sources; in particular, nationally recog-
nized research efforts such as the Cotrell studies, the New England ttudy
of teacher competencies, the work conducted at Boston University, and the

Florida CBITE study of competencies for trade and industrial teachers.
All nominated teacher competencies were organized into a'four-cell matrix

as to whether they make a greater or lesser contribution to teaching
success, and whether they must be taught early or can be left until later

in the teacher's career.

The next step was to make an initial selection of competencies to be

included in the program, and to organize them into manageable instruc-

tional units. Here some hard decisions had to be made. Although ideally

the beginning teacher would be proficient in every known teaching skill

from the first day he/she enters the classroom, in reality this is simply

not possible. Therefore, the UCF vocational faculty, on the basis of its
professional expertise and knowledge of the local educational 'setting,
took on the task of selecting its unique set of competencies appropriate
for the beginning teacher, and for each subsequent level of the total pro-

gram. If' order to meet Florida certification and accreditation regulations,

a few special competencies (e.g., "Assist students in improving their reading

skills") were included in the program.

The process of revising, sequencing, and refining the competency
structure proceeded through several versions until agreement was reached.

Even so, program content is not thought of as being fixed and inviolate,

and minor modifications are being made periodically to improve the pro-

gram in the light of new knowledge, changing educational practice, and
further experience in delivering instruction to teachers.

The selected competencies are organized into what are called "Compe-
tency Clusters" rather than "courses" in order to call attention to the
fact that they are not structured or taught as traditional university

courses. The various Clusters form programs for initial non-degree
certification, an undergraduate degree, advanced certification, and gradu-

ate degrees. It is important to reiterate that we did not decide on a
series of courses and then fill them with content competencies, but
rather identified the competencies to be included in the total program
and then grouped them into related and manageable units of instruction.
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Each Cluster in the initial certification and undergraduate degree
programs includes a number of required compeencies and a group of other
competencies from which the teacher is to ele:Ft a specified number. The

required competencies represent those skills deemed essential for every
vocational teacher, whatever his/her subject matter area or level. The

elective competencies afford some opportunity for the teacher in training
(with the aid of the Resource Person) to personalize his/her program.
The elective competepcies may be selected to meet the teacher's special
needs; ("Student self discipline" for example, is usually selected by
secondary teachers, passed up by commuMty college technical instruc-
tors). The te?:k.her may have personal interests (e.g., in bulletin boards

and exhibits), or may wish to do some instructional experimenting (perhaps

in programmed instruction). Altogether there are 48 required and 11
elective competencies in the undergraduate program. The idea of required
and elective competrincies has been well accepted by teachers, and not at
all difficult for the staff to manage.

Somewhat more complex is the variable-credit concept built into the
advanced certificate and graduate program. The competencies'themselves
are categorized as being increasingly difficult to achieve and more suit-

able for teachers with some background of teaching experience.. The pro-
gram is designed to be very flexible, as is appropriate at this level.
A personalized program can be readily constructed of the small building
blocks of competencies, rather than of whole university courses, in order
to meet the personal, professional, and career goals of teachers.

In the variable credit concept, a program of competencies is worked
out cooperatively by the teacher and Resource Person. Credits are
awarded on the basis of specific competencies, each of which has been
given a credit value. Certain requirements ensure that the teacher makes
a rational and balanced choice of competencies to be achieved. A prear-

ranged "Learntng Contract" simplifies the guidance and management func-
tions of this program.-

The UCF Program Model

The UCF program is built on a two-level, two-phase instruction/
assessment model. Phase I takes place in the university setting, and
heavily emphasizes instruction, with an interim assessment being given
for eacb competency achieved at the simulation or practice level.
Phase fI takes place in an actual school situation and includes some
instruction and practice, but emphasizes the performance and final
assesstfient of each competency. Thus, the program competencies are
attacked twice, with sufficient time for recycling, practice, and inter-
nalization by the teacher. In actual practice, the teacher may be in-
volved with some competencies at the Phase I level, and other competen-
cies at Phase II. The diagram in Figure 2 should make this clear.

As he/she proceeds through the program, the teacher enrolls for a

series of Clusters. We have found that after the first one ("Essential
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Skills") the order in which the teacher completes the Clusters is rela-

tively unimportant. Each Cluster is organized around three basic instruc-

tional elements: (1) the PBTE instructional modules, (2) seminar sessions

devoted to each module, and (3) individualized instruction and counseling.

The modules, incidently, are used just as originally designed, with read-

ings, teacher feedback, simulations, practice, and final performance all

included.

Time for achievement is variable, each teacher being permitted to

learn at his/her best rate. Achievement is constant; every teacher

achieves every selected competency at the specified mastery level--there

is no averaging of results. Similarly, when the teacher is ready to

demonstrate proficiency in the actual school situation, each nominated

competency must be demonstrated at mastery level.

When all of the requisite Clusters have been completed, the teacher

is recommended for certification. Needless to say, the PBTE program is

fully accredited, under the program approval clause of State accredita-

tion standards. Degree seekers must, of course, satisfy all the usual

university requirements, the courses for which are taught in more or less

traditional modes.

Some six months of intensive effort were required for the initial

program design and development phase. The model was then given a

preliminary tryout during one Summer Quarter, with full scale operation

beginning in the Fall Quarter of 1978. This was a very tight schedule,

but it does demonstrate that major curricular change can be conceived

and brought forth without a protracted gestation period. Although a

great many small changes and modifications have been made as the program

has grown and matured, we are pleased to find that our original basic

thinking and planning has proved to be sound.

The PBTE Program Handbook

The program model is basically simple...getting it all to function

smoothly isn't. The vocational staff has for the past two years been

involved in continuing discussions of philosophical positions, policy

matters, instructional strategies, and management procedures. All of

this is both necessary and desirable in implementing a program that is

breaking new ground. To bring order and continuity to the complex process,

a PBTE Program Handbook has been developed, a copy of which is in the

hands of each faculty member. As consensus is reached on a policy, or as

some procedure is agreed upon, it is put in succinct written form, re-

viewed and approved by all, and inserted in the Handbook. By necessity

in loose-leaf format, the Handbook is constantly growing and changing as

older statements are revised, new decisions added, and the program con-

tinually refined.

The Handbook charts progress, records decisions, and provides refer-

ence information. Preparing a statement for the Handbook brings decision-

making and closure to a topic or problem. The Handbook has contributed
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greatly to the efficienty and amicability of the developmental process.

In practical terms, the vocational staff members refer to the Handbook

almost daily as they advise students, prepare for instruction, and go

about the business of operating the teacher education program.

A similar program handbook is strongly recommended to others who are

getting a PBTE program under way. While the specific content will, of

course, be unique to each institution, the following Classes of items

have been found to be most useful:

1. Philosophical statements or assumptions about PBTE and

the program

2. A program guide, showing all courses and their iT7luded

competencies

3. Certification and graduation requirements for all
included teacher education programs

4. Cluster offerings schedule, tao years in advance

5. Program policies and regulations

6. Program management and record-keeping procedures

7. Standard forms used in the program

Future Program Developments

We quickly learned that no matter how thoroughly decisions are con-

sidered, or how carefully procedures are worked out and set down, the

PBTE program is likely to be in a constant state of change. In addition

to changes affected by greater knowledge and experience in operating a

PBTE program, the university administration, the State Department of
Education, and the legislature always seem to be changing the rules of

the game. Once this is accepted rather tPn deplored, it can be seen as
a stimulating force, both for the program itself, and for the teacher

educators who conduct it. A few of the next major anticipated areas of

change are described here:

In the near future, Florida universities will be converting
(actually, returning) to the semester system. Not only does
this mean that practically every piece of paper used in the
program will need to be revised, but that a thoroughgoing reor-
ganization'of the program will be required. The situation
does, however, provide a logical point at which to review
and refine program content and se'...fuence.

Schools in the State are moving rapidly, if uncertainly,
toward competency-based vocational instruction. UCF is
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moving to take a leadership position in preparing teachers for
this approach, while at the same time meeting the needs of
teachers in conventional programs. Additional competencies
and new instructional materials are called for.

We must urgently develop more instructional modules to fill
the gaps in present available materials. We have determined
that all new modules will be in the same format, and meet
the same high standards as The National Center's module
series. One module, "Assist Students in Improving Their
Reading Skills," has been completed and is now undergo-
ing field testing, six others are in process, but increased
effort and support are needed.

We are planning a cooperative program to extend PBTE concepts
and practices to staff development programs in Florida community
colleges. The PBTE approach has great potential benefits to
college instructors, to community colleges, and to the University
that have not yet been fully realized.

UCF must consider new teacher education programs in
additional occupational service areas (in particular, home
economics and industrial arts) in order to serve expand-
ing Central Florida educational systems..

Conclusion

Having developed a PBTE program model, installed it in the UCF set-
ting, and having seen it produce vocational teachers, we believe we are
justified in making a few tentative conclusions:

I. The UCF program embodies Ind exemplifies the essential
principles and desirable characteristics of performance-
based vocational teacher education.

2. The model appears feasible of installation and practical
in operation. It constitutes a significant improvement
in teacher education.

3. We are convinced that the model is transportable to a
wide range of teacher education institutions, though
each institution will want to adapt the model to its
unique circumstances and resources.

4. Teachers are learning, and are succeeding in the
profession. Teachers tell us that the program is rele-
vant, applicable, and challenging in a way they have
not experienced before.
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We have just begun to make use of the potential of the
PBTE approach to train whole new groups of professionals
and to solve long-standing education problems.

The vocational teacher education staff at the University of Central
Florida takes considerable professional pride in having worked hard to
make the PBTE program move ahead so far, so fast. Personally, it has
been a remarkable opportunity to see an educational idea progress from
its research and development stage through to its implementation and
institutionalization in an ongoing program. We know there is much more
to be accomplished, "and indeed, the task will never be completed. There
is no thought of turning back...our driving concern is to move forward
with even greater effectiveness and increased success.
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Delivery of Instruction
in

Performance-Based Teacher Education

Introduction

The focus of this paper is on how the University of Central Florida

PBTE program delivers instruction to teachers in the eleven-county

service area for which it is responsible. There are two major topics

related to the delivery of instruction: (1) organizing the courses, or

Clusters, and (2) seminars as the heart of instruction.

OrganizinaCourses or Clusters

The University of Central Florida is responsible for delivering

courses in basic teacher certification in Trade and Industrial Education

and Health Occupations Education to 11 counties in Central Florida.

Approximately 90 percent of our students are teachers employed by public

schools and community colleges who must take courses each year to gain

initial certification or to be recertified. The problem we had deliver-

ing these courses was threefold. First, the geographical spread is such

that there are great distances involved in traveling to and from differ-

ent areas to teach courses. Second, and closely related, was the request

by school personnel to provide courses in at least four differentAoca-

dons in Central Florida. Third, the actual number of teachers whOi:

needed certain courses at some of the locations was small. It was impos-

sible to offer courses at these locations and expect to have the neces-

sary enrollment to form a conventional class. Although we normally would

have about ten to fifteen students wanting to take cours:n for certifi-

cation or degrees, usually they needed different courses.

The performance-based teacher education program has proyided an

excellent solution to these problems for the University of Central

Florida. We are now able to offer multiple courses in three locations

in which UCF has branch campuses, i.e., South Orlando, Daytona Beach, and

Brevard County. These centers are spread throughout our eleven-county

service area in order to better serve the population of Central Florida.

We offer courses in each of these centers on the same might of the week

each quarter every year, so that students can plan on taking courses at

a certain center on a particular night. All that really matters concern-

ing enrollment is that we have about 12 or more individuals at any one

center to justify the expense of a teacher educator delivering instruc-

tion. We attempt to form seminar groups of four to ten students for each

course, but if we don't have enough people for this, we will work with

one or two individuals as necessary. Since the Center Module Series

forms the basis of our instructional program and seminars, we discourage

working with one or two individuals. We are convinced that the dialogue

and interchange of a small group seminar is an essential element of any

PBTE program. There are, of course, times when a teacher must have a
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certain course to meet a certification requirement; in which case we
will allow that individual to enroll zInd will work with him/her on a
one-to-one basis.

Seminars, the Heart of Instruction

The organization of seminars to deliver instruction requires consid-
erable planning on the part of the faculty in order to deliver the right
course, at the right time, at the right location. Seminars are organized
based on course offerings at each of the outreach centers when students
are available and when.faculty is available. We do not know the exact
time a certain seminar will meet until after registration takes place at
that center.

As they enter the program, students are first required to take
EVT 3371, Essential Teaching Skills for Vocational Education, which is
focused upon the "survival skills" urgently needed by teachers as they
enter the vocational classroom for the first time. We are able to get
new teachers started in "Essential Skills" at any time in the quarter,
as soon as they are on the job. This Cluster includes an extensive
orientation to PBTE and to the UCF program. Examples of orientation
activities would include the slide tape presentation, "U and PBTE" devel-
oped by the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, and a
module walk-through. In addition, we are in the Process of developing
d special module designed to introduce teachers to the University of
Central Florida and the Performance-Based Teacher Education Program.

The seminar is the heart of irmtruction, because it is here that
interaction, enrichment and practice take place, making the competency
meaningful, and the module come alive. Seminar times are approximately
one hour in length, and meet each week for ten weeks, the length of the

academic quarter in the Florida system. Each faculty member schedules
time before and after every seminar for conferences and/or individual
student discussions.

Seminar time is spent on many varied activities surt as group dis-
cussion, student presentations, small group work, microteaching, practice,

and problem solving. A primary purpose cf the seminar is to shed as much
light as possible on the competency through additional materials, outside
experts, media, personal experiences, insights trom students, and ques-
tions and problems. Very little time is used for lectures or formal
presentations by the teacher educator/Resource Person. Module learning
activities (e.g., critiques of case studies, developing plans) are dc.ne
by students outside the seminar, but the activities do serve as a basis
for group discussions.

Students are asked to study the module and other materials prior to
the seminar. Each week seminar topics are assigned for following semi-
nars, based on the progress of the group. Students can complete the work
at their own learning rates, within University policies for incomplete
grades.
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Instructional Support

In order to make the seminars as effective and valuable as possible

we have developed a PBTE Program Resource Book. The Resource Book serves

as an instructional guide to faculty members as they plan and prepare for

the seminar sessions. It helps ensure that all Resource Persons cover

the same basic materials in a given Cluster and require the same final

products or performances of students. For Pach competency included in

the UCF program, the Resource Book contain', a listing of required and

optional reading materials specified in the module, and supporting

material and media the faculty has found helpful. Also included are

important topics for discussion, suggested instructipnal strategies, and

elaborations of the required products or performances. An example of one

competency as covered in the Resource Book is shown in Figure 3.

A "Resource Center" has been established at each of the University

outreach centers so students can have access to the materials needed

to complete thE module activities and echieve\proficiency in the compe-

tencies. In the Resource Center, a "Learning ox" for each competency

in the program contains the readings, materials, media, and sample

products for that competency. Each box (specifically, a standard library

pamphlet file) is labeled as to its subject competency, and boxes are

grouped into program Clusters to make them easy to locate. Students,

therefore, do not need to hunt for materials, but can spend their time

and effort in a more productive manner. Ncy that the UCF program has

been in operation some time, students are ,IaOng use of the Resource

Centers and are finding them to be very bcneficial.

Student Learning Activities

In order to provide necessary structure for the instructional pro-

gram and to help students utilize their time efficiently, a "Progress

Record Form" was developed for each course or Cluster. The Progress

Record lists the required and elective competencies to be attained, and

the specific product or performance the student must complete in order

to demonstrate acceptable proficiency in each competency. The form also

indicates which module is involved, and it provides snaces for entering

the date the work is completmi, the evaluation points awarded, and sign-

off by the Resource Person. The student and the Resource Person both

maintain this record of student progress. A sample of one such Progress

Record is given in Figure 4.

There are many advantages in having a Progress Record in conjunction

with the modules. Students know ahead of time exactly what products or
performances are required, and how each product/performance will be

evaluated. Students are not required to complete all the Self-Check Items

or other learning activities in the modules (though some do), but only

the product/performance specified in the Progress Record.
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FIGURE 3

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE SHEET

Competency Cluster: ESSENTIAL TEACHING SKILLS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Competency: Assess Student Skill in Shop/LaboratorY

Module: D-4

Seminar Terminal Objective: After completing the seminar and discussion,
construct a performance test for evaluating student achievement.
Your performance will be assessed by your seminar professor, using
thf Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 23-24 (Learning
Experience II).

I. SUGGESTED RESOURCES

A. Handouts (Master File)

Information Sheet: Assess Student Skill in Shop/Laboratory

B. Audio-Visual Materials

, Criterion Referenced Testing: Overview Facit

C. Equipment

Filmstrip projector and cassette tape player
Screen

II. DISCUSSION TOPICS

Two steps in deciding type of CRT evaluation

1. Examine objective(s) to determine type of learning
(informational or performance)

2. Determine types of written or performance evaluation
a. Types of written evaluation (EVT 3367)
b. Performance evaluation

Elements of Performance Evaluation

1. Precess (checklist)
2. Product (rating scale)
3. Performance Testing
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Constructing Performance Evaluation Instruments

I. Objective(s) you are evaluating

2. List of materials, tools and equipment supplied

3. Criteria and sub-criteria
4. Evaluation strategy
5. Developing the instrument

III. INSTRUCTIONAL SUGGESTIONS

1. It is helpful to show the filmstrip at the beginning of the.seminar

because the content of the filmstrip and tape set the stage for

discussion of criterion-referenced testing.

2. Suggest to students to review the materials in the Resource Center,

both media and supportive readings.

3. Pass out handout for reference after showing the filmstrip and tape.

IV. REQUIRED PRODUCT OR PERFORMANCE ELABORATION

Be sure to discuss activities on Page 22 of the module to be sure

students have proper direction. Student must develop a performance
evaluation instrument which includes both a checklist and rating scale
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RESOURCE MATERIALS.BOX

Competency Cluster: ESSENTIAL TEACHING SKILLS IN VOCATIONAt EDUCATION

Competency: Assess Student Skill in Shop/Laboratory

I. PRINTED MATERIALS

A. Module D-4 Assess Student Performance: Skills

B. Required Readings

`4' None

C. Optional Readings

Boyd, Joseph L., Jr. and Benjamin Shimberg. Director" of
Achievement Tests for Occupational Education. Princeton,
NJ: Educational Testing Service, 1971.

Leighbody, G. B. and D. M. Kidd. Methods of Teaching Shop and
Technical Subjects. New York, NY: Delmar Publishers, 1966.

Popham, W. James. Evaluating Instruction. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973.

D. Supportive Readings

Florida Department of Education. Determining Types of Tests to
Use. Center for Studi.ls in Vocational Education, Florida
Rite University, 1978.

Florida Department of Education. Developing Performance-Rating
Methods. Center for Studies in Vocational Education, Florida
giTTaiversity, 1978.

II. MODEL STUDENT WORK (PRODUCT)

Assess Student Performance - Learning Experience II

III. MEDIA

The Booklet and Cassette Tape, Criterion-Referenced Testing Competency_
D: Developing Perfo. mance Rating Methods Learning Option 2.
Center for Studies in Vocational Education, Florida State University,
1977.
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STUDENT PROGRESS RECORD

EVT 3366 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Student's Name Soc. Sec. No. Quarter

COMPETENCY 003DULE PRODUCT RE UIRED DATE CCMPLETED POINT EVALUATOR

Present Information with
Models and Real Objects

,

C-22
Wlth a Written Lesson Plan, Present Information with a
Model or Real Object (L.E. II)

Present Information with the
Chalkboard C-29

With a Written Lesson Plan, Present Information with the
Chalkboard (L.E. II)

Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional
Materfals B-6

Prepare Masters and Copies for Each of the Four Types of

Duplicating Machines (L.E. III)

.

Present Information with Overhead
and Opaque Materials . C-23

1.

2.

Set Up and Operate ol Overhead Projector, to be Checked by a
Resource Person (L.E. I)

Set Up and Operate an Opaque Projector, to be Checked by a
Resource Person (L.E. III)

c.
...

Present Information with Films C-25

,

Set Up and Operate a Film Projector, to be Checked by a
Resource Person (L.E. I)

Professionalism

Elect.3 ...Rm.....

- Professional Rating by Seminar Professor

0 Prepare Bulletin Boards
and Exhibits C-2I

1.

2.

Prepare a Bulletin Board (L.E. II)
Prepare an Exhibit (L.E. III)

sm.

1

Present Information with
Filmstrips

.

C-24

I.

2.

Set Up and Operate a Filmstrip Projector, to be Checked
by a Resource Person (LE. I)
Set Up and Operate a Slide Projector, to be Checked
by a Resource Person (L.E. III)

I

i

I

I

1

Present Information with

Video Materials C-21

Set Up and Operate Videotape Equipment, to be Checked by a
Resource Person (L.E. I)

I'

1

1

1-

Employ Programmed Instruction C-28

Develop a Written Rationale and Plan to Employ Programmed
Instruction (L.E. II, Special Checklist)

1

TOTAL

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
PERFORMANCE-BASED VOCATIONAL TEAChER EDUCATION PROGRAM

3.3

FINAL GRADE
,sIgneJ) (date)

be
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There are no extra points given for early completion of the modules,
and likewise, there are no penalties for those who take longer than

average. Students must understand, however, that if they do not achieve
all the required corpetencies in any Cluster by the end of the quarter
in which they are registered they will receive a grade of Incomplete (I).

If they still have not completed the work during the period specified in

the college catalog (about ten weeks) they will have to again pay for the

Cluster to receive credit. In that case, students start where they left
off and do not have to redo everything again. There is never a penalty

for repeating a product or performance that does not meet the criteria

in the Teacher Performance Assessment Form on the first attempt.

Summary

here are a number of important elements in the UCF instructional
program; the instructional modules, support materials, resource center,

instructional seminars, and the Resource Person. It is the seminar that
is the heart of instruction, without which the PBTE program would be a

routine and mechanical process. It is the experienced, well-prepared,
and concerned teacher educator, in the form of a Resource Person, that

makes it all possible.
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Teacher Asessment in the UCF Performance-Based
Vocational Teacher Education Program

Two major factors were considered when planning teacher assessment

in the PBTE program at the University of Central Florida. First was the

principle that teachers must be able to perform specified competencies

in an actual classroom situation. Secondly, the instructional delivery

system was to be primarily based on small group seminars with discussions,

practice, and simulated teaching situations. These tgo factors required

that teacher assessment be divided into two separate phases; seminar

assessments, and Directed Field Experience assessments.

Seminar Assessments

In the seminar setting, teachers are assessed on their ability to

develop written plans and products, to demonstrate specific teaching

skills, or to demonstrate skill in the use of various types of instruc-

tional equipment.

As teachers enter the UCr program, they come with a variety of back-

grounds, abilities, and previously developed skills. It is conceivable

that a preservice or inservice teacher may already possess the skills

necessary to successfully demonstrate some of the competencies in the

PBTE program. For this reason, provision has been made for teachers to

"challenge" competencies in the seminar sessions. Challenging is accom-

plished by providing copies or documentation of product or plan develop-

MEi Ls, and by demonstrating teaching skills prior to seminar discussion

sessions. Typically, teachers have challenged competencies involving

the development of curriculum materials, planning documents, and skill

performances on audio visual equipment. While challenging is open to all

students and has been used by some, it has not been used to its full

potential by the majority of students in the program.

Regardless of whether a teacher challenges competencies or attends

seminars and attempts competencies at his/her own pace, assessment is

accomplished using checklists from appropriate learning experiences in

the instructional modules, Teacher Performance Assessment Forms (TPAF's)

from the modules, or special checklists developed at UCF. The checklists

are used to determine whether or not a teacher has completed all neces-

sary steps in a performance or addressed all necessary topics in a

written product. Most modules used in the program have learning experi-

ences appropriate for seminar assessment, and final experiences equally

as appropriate for final assessment in an actual classroom situation.

As a result of evaluating the program after one full year of implementa-

tion, however, it was agreed that a few modules did not provide activities

and appropriate checklists suitable for seminar assessment. The UCF

staff has developed a few alternative activities and special checklists

to be used in conjunction with these modules in the seminar setting.
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The actual assessment process of both products and performances
starts with observation by the seminar Resource Person. That is, the
written products are read and performances are observed using the module
or special checklist as a guide to ensure that the product or performance
is complete and has included all important elements. If a product or
performance does not meet all necessary criteria on the checklist, the
seminar Resource Person may recycle the teacher, requiring that the
entire product or teaching performance, or any port.in thereof, be redone.
Teachers must then resubmit a written product or demonstrate again the
required performance. When a product or performance meets all necessary
checklist criteria, only then is its q tlity rated by the seminar
Resource Person.

Cgading procedures, including a product rating scale and a profes-
sional rating scale (Figure 5), were developed to help ensure uniform
evaluations by different Resource Persons. The product rating scale is
used as a guide to the assignment of numerical ratings (4,3,2) which
equate to A, B, and C grades. Note that D and rgrades are not used;
such products are simply not accepted for grading. Ali products and
performances are rated individually.

A profassional rating of each teacher is also given by the seminar
Resource Ilerson. This professional rating addresses criteria in the
affective domain. Again, a numerical rating is used. Final seminar
grades are calculated by averaging points accumulated by completion of
required products and performances and the professional rating.

Directed Field Experience AsSessments

The Directed Field Experience portion of the PBTE program at UCF is
founded on the principle that the teacher must be able to perform speci-
fied teaching competencies in an actual school situation. This principal
takes the teachers a step beyond the simulated situation of the seminar.

The complete 35 credit hour regular certificate program contains 45
competencies to be achieved. These 45 competencies can be grouped into
three categories for the purposes of final assessment:

I. twenty-three competencies that are deemed critical to
teacher'success and effectiver 's and that must be
assessed in an actual school s wation if assessment
is to be a valid indication of teacher proficiency

2. eleven competencies that can be satisfactorily evalu-
. ated in the practice and simulation activities of the

seminars, and may only need to be rechecked or reviewed
in the field stting (These competencies tend to be
those involving planning, or the production of some
form of instructional materials.)
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FIGURE 5
PERFORMANCE-BASED VOCATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

GRADING PROCEDURES

The PBTE Program is comprised of Competency Clusters, with quarter hours of college

credit awarded for successful completion of each Cluster. To award appropriate

credit and a grade for each Cluster, a rating scale with a description of each value

has been develooed. Each product or performance within a Cluster is to be assigned

quality points as per the Product Rating Scale Description. An additional factor,

equal in weight to one module, will be the faculty member's judgment of the teacher's

professionalism, as described in the Professional Rating Scale.

To compute a final grade, points assigned for each product or performance completed

will be totaled. Points for the Professional Rating will be added, and the result

divided by the number 3f competencies in the Cluster, plus one. The computed value

for the Competency Cluster will be assigned a final letter grade according to the

following grading scale:
3.6 through 4.0 = A

2.7 through 3.5 = si3

2.0 through 2.6 '= C

Points PRODUCT RATING SCALE DESCRIPTION

The product or performance is at a level of proficiency such that

4 it could serve as an example or model of competence for other

teachers. Meets all checklist criteria at the EXCELLENT level.

The product or performance is at a level of proficiency expected

3 of a competent beginning teacher. It is fully satisfactory, meets

all criteria on the checklist, but includes some deficiencies.

The product or performance is at a minimally acceptable level for

2 a beginning teacher. It includes some significant deficiencies of

conceptualization or presentation. Meets criteria on the checklist

at a minimal level.

Points PROFESSIONAL RATING SCALE DESCRIPTION

The attitudes and behaviors of the teacher are fully professional.

4 The teacher participates constructively in every seminar session,

maintairs a regular schedule of completed tasks, complet& written

products with an appearance of high quality, and gives evidence of

an enthusiastic and positive attitude toward teaching and learning.

The attitudes and behaviors of the teacher are those generally ex-

3 pected of a teacher in the profession. The teacher participates in

most seminar sessions; he/she usually completes tasks on schedule;

written products are of saLisfactory ,npearance; i ere is evidence

of a generally positive attitude tOW J teaching and learning.

The teacher shows evidence of being minimally professional in

2 attitude and behavior. The teacher participates infrequently; some
contributions tend to be counter-productive; the teacher allows

work to accumulate before completing it; products have deficiencies
in presentation and appearance; there is some evidence of lack of a

positive attitude toward teaching and learning.

There are serious questions about the teacher's professional attitudes

0 and behaviors. The teacher should rethink his/her professional
responsibilities and career goals.
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3. eleven competencies that form the "Electives" of the
PBTE program, and that the teacher may wish to attempt
for a variety of personal or professional reasons
(The elective competencies provide an opportunity for
the teacher to experiment and attempt to develop new
skills in the practice or simulated setting without
final assessment in the field. Elective competencies
will therefore be assessed in the seminar setting, and
not in the actual school situation.)

The 23 competencies designated as requiring assessment in an actual
school situation tend to directly involve students in the performance by
the teacher. While these competencies have been compared to, and found
to be very similar to, instructional competencies required of teaching
personnel in the UCF service a:ea salool districts, they are tc be con-
sidered a minimum. Individual school systems or community colleges may
wish to add specific program competencies for field evaluation to meet
their special needs or concerns. This can be negotiated and arranged
between the institution and the UCF program director. The selection of
competencies for field assessment represents our best professional think-
ing at this stage in the development of the program. As we gain experi-

ence, and as program evaluation and research results become available,

the field-assessed competency list may be revised.

All teachers taking the complete (35 credit hour) regular certificate
program at UCF will take nine credit hours (on a variable basis) of

Directed Field Experience. Teachers may register for cr?dit in the
Directed Field Experience upon guidance from and mutual agreement with
tlieir University Advisor (Learning Manager). The purpose of the Directed
Field Experience is for the teacher to demonstrate in an actual school
situation designated competencies previously mastered in simulated or

seminar sessions. The major focus of this portion of the program is on
evaluating these specific teachino skills rather than attempting to
evaluate overall professional and iersonal behaviors in the school

setting.

Inservice teachers working toward vocational certification will
demonstrate teaching skills during the Directed Field Experience in their

own school and classroom. It is possible, however, for teachers to borrow
other classrooms for some activities. Preservice teachers working toward
vocational certification will be placed in a teaching setting for evalua-
tion of teaching skills by the University Coordinator of the Directed
Field Experience.

There are four persons taking an active part in the Directed Field
Experience. They are the Learning Manager, tne University Coordinator
of the Directed Field Experience, the Field Rsource Person, and the stu-

dent (teacher). Following are descriptions of the roles and responsi-
bilities of each participant in the field experience portion of the
program.
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Universit Advisor (Learning Manager).--All faculty members in the
vocational program are to serve as Learnfng Managers for teachers seek-
ing degrees or certification in Vocational Education. The role of the
Learning Manager will include the management of teacher learning experi-
ences through program planning, advisement, and the monitoring of

progress.

The responsibilities of the Learning Manager during the Directed
Field Experience portion of a teacher's program are:

1. assist the teacher in selecting appropriate competencies
and times for Directed Field Experience

2. work directly with Field Resource Persons during
Directed Field Experience, and participate in observa-
tion and assessment of the performance of the teacher
as appropriate

3. determine grade (S/U/I) for Directed Field Experience
of the teacher through cooperation/consultation with
the Field Resource Person

University Coordinator of the Directed Field Experience.--One
facul y member In t e vocational program is to serve as Coordinator of
the Directed Field Experience for teachers seeking degrees or certifica-

tion in Vocational Education.

The responsibilities of the University Coordinator of the Directed

Field Experience are:

1. identify potential Field Resource Persons

2. provide training for Field Resource Persons (credit
course, work.,hops, or individualized)

3. serve as liaison between UCF and school districts or
institutions within service area

4. arrange for teaching setting and/or Field Resource Person
for final assessment during Directed Field Experience

5. make observations (as necessary) of teacher performance
during Directed Field Experience

6. oversee and coordinate the procedural aspects of the
Directed Field Experience program

Field Resource Person.--At least one person within each teaching
unit (county, school or postsecondary institution) in the UCF service
area will be recruited and trained as an in-school or Field Resource

Person. Persons identified may be principals or directors, assistant
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principals, district supervisors/coordinators, or master teachers.
Persons volunteering to serve as a Field Resource Person will participate
in a training program desi4ned to familiarize them with the basic con-
cepts of PBTE, UCF's PBTE Or . am, and the modular materials used during
the Directed Field ExperiencL

The responsibilities of the Field Re.lource Person during the
Directed Fcleld Experience are:

1. work directly with the Learning Manager of the inservice
teacher

2. help teacher by assisting in arrangement for access to
equipment and materiel as necessary

3. act as consultant tu teacher on completion of modules
through review of materials and direct feedback

4. assist teacher in arranging for observations or interview
activities

5. help teacher select elective compctencies

6. assess teacher performance during final experience,
using TPAF provided by teacher

7. provide Appropriate feedback tu teacher after observation/
assessment

8. report the results pf the assessment to Learning Manager

Of primary concern tu the PBTE staff at UCF as at other teacher
training institutions is tha lesire to provide the teaching profession
with competent beginning vocational teachers. To help meet that end, it
wfl felt that a close working relationship must be established with the
school districts within our service area. What better way to develcp
that relationship than by involving local school districts in our pro-
gram. These school districts shake with us the desire to have competent
beginning teachers for ther growing numbers of vocational programs.
This point was the major factor in the decision to use local school
district personnel in the field assessment phase of our program. Another
factor adding to this decision was that there are insufficient resources
at UCF to allow faculty or staff to cover the rather large geographic
area and numbers of programs in our service area.

Field Resource Persons are identified cooperatively by the district
and UCF and then trained in the assessment process. Again, the major
focus of this program is on evaluating specific teaching skills rather
than attempting to evaluate overall professional and personal behaviors
in the school setting. With only a very small number of teachers par-
ticipating in this final portion of the program to the present date, we
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still have no data on how well these field resource persons will work
out. It should be noted, however, that a very positive reaction toward
the concept and plan has been received from the school districts within
the UCF service area.

Teacher.--The responsibilities of teachers seeking degrees and/or
certiTTERTOn in Vocational Education during the Directed Field Experi-
ence are:

1. work cooperatively with the Learning Manager in select-
ing appropriate competencies and/or times for Directed
Field Experience

2, arrange an obse;vation agreement with a Field Resource
Person for final assessment of teaching performances
during Directed Field Experience (The agreement should

I\ be completed during the quarter before the observations
are to take place.)

3. provide necessary materials, including the TPAF, for the
Field Resource Person for proper assessment of teaching
performance

4. arrange with the Field Resource Person as to the time
for assessment of teaching performance during Directed
Field Experience

More detailed descriptions of program policies and assessment proce-
dures regarding the Directed Field Experience are included in Figures 6
and 7 respectively.



FIGURE 6

DIRICTED FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAM POLICIES

1. All teachers taking the complete (35 hot.r) Regular Certificate Pro-
gram at University of Central Florida are required to complete a
total of nine credit hours of Directed Field Experience (EDG 4941),
and all degree-seekers twelve credit hcurs. This requirement holds,
whatever the previous experience or the ability of the student.

2. Teachers will normally register for three-hour blocks of credit.
Approximately eight competencies will be considered a normal load
for any one Quarter. All competencies will be considered as of equal
weight (of difficulty) for this purpose.

3. In all cases, all 23 specified competencies (32 for degree-seekers)
must be satisfactorily demonstrated in an atual school situation
before program and certification requirementi will have met.

4. The teacher and the Learning Manager will negotiate an agreement as
to which competencies the student will demonstrate i! the Quarter.
The competencies selected must be from among those the teacher has
already achieved in the seminar setting, but they may be from any
Cluster, and in any sequence.

5. A contractual agreement, on a standard form, will be completed by
°the Learning Manager, specifying the competencies Oie teacher has
agreed to demonstrate during the Quarter. The contract will be
signed by the teacher and Learning Manager.

6. All competencies specified in the contract shall be sattsfactorily
achieved in the actual school situation before the appropriate credit
is awarded. If a teacher fails to achieve any competency during the
Quarter, he/she will be given a grade of "I" (Incomplete) for the
Quarter. The regular University rules for changing the I to a grade
of "S" (Satisfactory) w.11 then apply.

7. If a teacher fails to achieve the neccst,ary competencies within the
given period, the I remains in the record. The teacher must then
re-register for the three hours of Directed Field Exper!ence and pay
the usual tuition fees.
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FIGURE 7

DIRECTED FIELD EXPERIENCE '6SESSMENT PROCEDURES

Typtcally, the assessment of the teacher's performance in an actual
school situation will take place as follows:

1. The teacher will prepare for assessment as siggested in the module

that covers the competency to be assessed. This may entail develop-

ing plans, practicing in the classroom, gathering documentation, or
other activities.

2. Wheh the teacher is ready to demonstrate the competency he/she will

contact the Field Resource Person to arrange the date and time that

assessment is to take place. The teachers will furnish the Field
Resource Person with a copy (original or Xerox) of the appropriate
Teacher Performance Assessment Form (TPAF) from the instructional
module for that competency and the module if specifically requested.

3. The Field Resource Pe.'son will arrive at the classroom in time to

examine plans for the lesson or other prepared work, then 11
observe the teacher's performance without participating or i terfer-

ing in any way. It is recommended that any items on the TPAF which
are not applicable (N,A) for assessment purposes be discussed and

agreed upon by the teacher and Field Resource Person prior to obser-

vation of performance.

4. After the lesson, the Resource Person will complete the TPAF and will

determine the overall rating for th performance.

5. The overall rating for each competency will be either Satisfactory
(S) or Unsatisfactory (U). If Satisfactory, that will be so marked

on the TPAF. If Unsatisfactory, nothing will be recorded, but the
teacher will be required to repeat all or part of the performance at
a later time until competence is achieved.

6. A conference will take place between the teacher and the Resource

Person as soon as possible after the lesson. TPAF items requiring
clarification or discussion will be completed at that time. The
teacher will be fully informed about the results of assessment.

7. If the overall rating is Satisfactory, the Resource Person will mail

the completed TPAF to the University Coordinator of the Directed
field Experience who will enter it in the teacher's record file.
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Development of the
Special Health Occupations Program

at the
University of Central Florida

Background

Historically, Health Occupations teachers have received much the
same pedagogical traimg as teachers in other vocational fields. The

assumption was that all would benefit equally from the same type of prep-
aration program, although there was an uneasy feeling (especially among
Health Occupations teachers) that this was not so. During the Spring of

1978, a new and complete performance-based teacher education program was
being developed at this university. 'A series of conversations led to the
conclusion that not enough was being done for Health Occupations teachers.
As a result, it was agreed that the needs of this group should be 'inves-
tigated. The rationale was that if there were teaching competencies ,
unique to Health Occupations teachers, then these could be identified,
and once identified, instruction could be given which would enable

teachers to master the skills and improve their teaching performance.

Classes of teaching competencies, their relationships, and where the
occupation-specific teaching competencies fit are graphically displayed

in Figure 8. A point to be made is that the diagram moves from the
specific (in the center) to the general (the outer band). The cote of
vocational instruction in the center encompasses the technical skills
found within the instructor's specific occupation. These are brought by
the instructor to the vocational classroom and applied in the vocational

training program. "Prepare a blood specimen for analysis" is an example
of one such technical skill needed by instructors in medical laboratory

aide programs. Much attention has been given to the identification of
specific technical skills for various occupations.

The second band in the diagram Iddresses our particular area of con-
cern--the occupation-specific teaching competencies. Here are found
thosa skills or teaching competencies which are unique or have special
application to an occupational amia. It is recognized that many voca-

tional areas may require special teaching skills. In'Health Occupations,

a special teaching skill might be "Prepare students for patient contact";
in Auto Mechanics, an example might be "Organize shop management proce-
dures for live work."

Teaching competencies common to all vocational teachers are in the

next band. The reference is to the widely accepted 100 competencies of
the National Center's Performance-Based Teacher Education Curricula Pro-
gram which in turn are module titles. The 100 competencies are a compos-
ite of the 384 performance elements identified in the well known Cotrell

studies. An example of a common vocational teaching competency is
"Supervise activities of the student vocational organization," which
covers eight performance elements. There are no clear or definite
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FIGURE 8

CLASSES OF TEACHING COMPETENCIES
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divisions between classes, thus the broken lines. The indication here is

that teacher competencies constitute a continuum, leading from one class

to another. For instance, all vocational education teachers maintain a

security system for supplies and equipment, but there are special pre-

cautions for drugs and related paraphernalia, such as needles and

syringes, that are unique to Health Occupitions instructors.

The outer band in the diagram refers to teaching competencies which

are common to all teachers, vocational or non-vocational, elementary to

postsecondary. The Florida Council on Teacher Education (COTE) has iden-

tified 23 generic teaching competencies which, along with their 130 sub-

skills, are to be used as criteria for approval of teacher education

programs.

The ^ompetency-Identification Process

Me ultimate value of any performance-based (or competency-based)

teacher education program is determined by the validity of the competency

list upon which the program is developed. This crucial point is often

missed by program developurs. The process briefly described here was

undertaken to identify a valid list of teaching skills unique to Health

Occupations teachers, but it is apparent that the same process would be

equally useful for identifying teaching skills in Agriculture, Business

and Office, or any other vocational area. Figure 9 describes the process

in graphic terms.

In defining the task to be accomplished, it was decided that Health

Occupations teachers were not adequately considered in vocational teacher

education progrms because it had been previously assumed that "they are

like others." Our assumption was that this group has a unique background,

with special needs and abilities making them unlike others. This relates

to our goal of improving teacher performance by installing a complete

performance-based teacher education program.

The first major step in the process, the literature search, was of

great interest. At this point, it was not known if the work had already

been done. If it had been, perhaps research result: which could be

adapted, or concepts, tasks, or related materials would be found. rs it

turned out, the extensive literature search resulted in findings which

were far-ranging, but far from complete. A nominated competency catalog

of about 250 items was assembled. Many competency statements were du-

plicates or very similar to each ealer. The statements covered a range

from the general and vague, to thd specific or trivial. Altogether, they

could not form the basis of an instructional program.

Convinced, however, V.al, the specific competencies did indeed exist,

a plan for the identification process was developed. The major tool to

be used was the DACUM analysis. In explanation, DAUM is dr acronym for

"Developing a Curriculum" and has been proven tu be a valid, cost-effective

mithod for iaeiitifying tasks in an occupition. The technique nas been
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used by the Nova 'Scotia New Start Program since 1971, and has also been

applied by the National Cent.: for Research in Vocational Education

for identifying vocational administrator competencies. The basic con-

cepts of a DACUM analysis include the utilization of a modified brain-

storming technique with a small group of occupational experts in a two-

or three-day session chaired by a neutral facilitator. The product of

analysis is a chart of broad categoriei and specific tasks.

The DACUM analysis carried out at UCF was conducted ty Lawrence

Coffin of Holland College, Prince Edward Island, Canada in a two-day

sssion. A twelve-member committee was selected, and they succeeded in

generating 12 categories of teacher competencies with some 131 competency

statements. This seems like a brief statement to cover two days of

intense concentration by the participants, which left them all with a

feeling of great weariness but considerable professional satisfaction.

The number of competencies was also surprising, for no one had thought

that such a volume of material would be generated.

The next phase consisted of comparing and combining the statements

derived from the literature and those developed in the DACUM analysis.

Obvious duplications were eliminated, and statements which were simIlar

were combined. Other statements from the literature were cut because

they did not meet established criteria. The criteria specified, among

other things, that the competency must describe observable teacher

behavior, must be useable for training purposes, and must involve

teacher skills as croosed to health-practitioner All competency

statements were then subject to thorough revie4 and rewriting to maintain

an approximately constant level of specificity and similarity as to form.

The final list of 89 competencies unique to Health OccupatJlons teachers

was organized into eight broad categories and was completed in September,

1978. The complete list is available from the University of Central

Florida, Department of Secondary and Vocational Education.

Organizing the Instructional Program

Using the UCF list of 89 competencies, the assignment now became one

of developing the coursework for Health Occupations teachers within the

framework of the existing performance-based certification and degree

programs. After , .1ful study, the competencies were grouped into

"families" which would become material for modules of instruction. It

was gratifying to see the majority of the items fall into a logical se-

quence and pattern. This phase generated thirteen tentative module

titles, which on closer examination again appeared to naturally separate

out into thlsee clusters of instruction with but one module left over.

With but this one exception, the major stress was directed toward the area

of clinical teaching.

It was obvious that certain teaching skills were essential to the

beginning Health Occupations teacher taking the basic certification

package, yet there wasn't room within that package for an entirely new



course (or "Cluster"). The solution to the problem of "no room in the
inn" was to organize tho proposed modules into three Clusters; one under-
graduate, and two at the graduate level. The underbraduate Laboratory -

Management Cluster originally designed for T & I teachers was reorganized
to delete competencies not needed by Health Occupations teachers because
of their previous training and experience (e.g., "Provide for first aid
needs..." and "Provide for student safety"). This allowed the three
modules appropriate for the clinical laboratory to be included. The newly
restructured Cluster, "Preparation for Clinical Teaching in Vocational
Education," will now be taken by all Health Occupations teachers working
toward certification and/or the bachelor's degree. Additionally, it has
been designated as a Special Methods course by the state certification
office. The UCF Health Occupations program profile sets out the entire
program, and designates the competencies included in each Cluster.

.e two Clusters for advanced students, "Applied Clinical Teaching
Techniques," and "Clinical Coordination for the Health Occupations
Teacher," may be taken for inservice credit, as an elective in the under-
graduate degree program, or in the master's degree program. The thir-
teenth module referred to earlier, and concerned with selecting students
for Health Occupations programs, has been inserted into an appropriate
existing Cluster. A few individual competencies which did not seem to
fit neatly into any of the groupings will be applied to other Clusters.

The Cluster, "Preparation for Clinical Teaching," was recently
offered for the first time, following the regular UCF format of seminar
sessions and ihdividual conferences. As the modules were in the writing
process, students struggled a bit with rough drafts of learning activities
and few, if any, _checklists. However, from the response in the seminars
it was obvious that the Health Occupations students appreciated having
materials written just for them, and which related so well with their
teaching. Students commented on how good it was..."being with all Health
Occupations people," and "How I wish I had had this material before!"

Summary

So, here is where we are now--competencies have been identified and
organized into modules and Clusters...the first three modules written in
the Center format are nearly finished, designed to be of the same high
quality as the others...work on the remaining modules is being continued,
and they will be available to other vocational teacher education programs
in the future. There is a steady growth in the number of vocational
Health Occupations programs in the Central Florida area, which indicates
that there will be a continuing need for the special Health Occupations
teacher training courses. New teachers will need instruction for certi-
fication, others will be in need of inservice course work for recertifi-
cation, relicensure and for improving their professional skills. We are
ready to meet their needs with special Health Occupations Clusters in a

certification package, a bachelor's degree, and a Master's of Arts or
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Sciences degree. We have a Health Occupations person on the faculty...
someone with whom the teachers can identify.

Two years ago, this program started off with a vague notion that
the needs of Health Occupations teachers were not being adequately met.
Now there is a different feeling. The future looks bright, we're pre-
pared, and we're feeling good!
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The Right Course, in the Right Place,
at the Right Time

Background

The purpose of this paper is to provide a background on some of the

administrative procedures that the staff have used to initiate and imple-

ment the Performance-Based Teacher Education (PBTE) program at the

University of Central Florida. Similar procedures may well have appli-

cation in other university settings. I have titled my paper as "The

Right Course, in the Right Place, at the Right Time"...a title which will

have more meaning when it is fully understood how our traditional voca-

tional teacher certification program was delivered, and'how we were able

to change by using the PBTE approach.

The entire vocational certification course sequ,nce is taught

through outreach methods. We serve e!.entially three separate outreach

centers - South Orlando, Daytona Beach and Brevard, which are located

from 20 to 50 miles from the main campus. In the forirer conventional

program we had about five courses, and our staffing level permitted us

to deliver the full certification sequence every two years. Viewed

from the student's perspective, it was possible to enroll in a certifi-

cation couese aboul every other quarter, but there were no provisions

for adjustments to special needF. For the beginning vo'cational teacher,

it was particularly frustrating knowing that the course in methods,

needed today, might not be available for two years. Our staff had

similar frustrations. Unlike most other teacher education students,
vocational teachers are almost always hired direct from industry and

begin their program of teacher training after they are employed as

teachers. Their instructional needs are real, the help they need is for

tomorrow's class, all of which make them impatient with course conter,t
on teaching which does not have relevance to immediate problems and

needs.

PBTE Courser and Credits

The foun2ation of the PBTE program is a set of 34 vocational teacher

competencies selected by the vocational staff. We reviewed major research

studies, examined Florida certification requirements, and considered our

own professional biases in reaching consensus on these competencies. Our

original thought was that we could have vocational teachers establish

their own competency sequence, then complete their training competency
by competency until all 34 n:re achieved. This Proved unfeasible,
because it lacked the structure of courses and credits. These two ele-

ments may be unnecessary in a PBTE program but are required in a univer-

sity setting because courses and credits are the common currer-4 for

important business such as faculty assignment, funding, student transfers,

and so forth. In order to communicate with registrars, comptrollers, and
certification personnel and still maintain a performance-based approach,

we redefined (or better, more precisely defined) the college credit.
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To facilitate instruction, the 34 competencies were arranged in
logical groups--we call them "Competency Clusters." A credit value was
assigned to each Cluster based on the amount of time field-test students
reported it takes to do the instructional modules in a given Cluster. For
example, the first and prerequisite course in the UCF PBTE program,
"Essential Teaching Skills in Vocational Education," is rated at four
quarter hours. A new vocational teacher starts in this six-competency
cluster, expecting to spend about 30 to 40 hours working in modules and
about ten hours in seminar sessions. The 40 to 50 hour total is a reason-
able definition of four quarter hours of credit. We have continued the
module time-completion studies by having our students do a time estimate
along with their evaluation of each module. These data will be used as a
basis for program revision, in the coming conversion from the quarter to
the semester system.

Open-Entry/Open-Exit

NorMally, open-entry is only needed by new teachers. By scheduling
the "Essential Skills" Cluster each quarter at each of our three outreach
centers, a new teacher always has access to instruction in basic teaching
skills. If a new teacher starts on the job after university registration
has closed for the quarter, he/she can start course work immediately, then
enroll for the Cluster officially in the next quarter. In sPecial cir-
cumstances, any Cluster is available to our students at any time. We do
limit this to emergency cases because we found out early that scheduling
the entire PBTE Cluster sequence at every registration causes undue and
unnecessary hardship on the vocational faculty and on the administration.
We have found it necessary to schedule only "Essential Skills' each
quarter, while all others come in Ayes of three or four Clusters. The
entire sequence is cycled at each outreach center about once a year. By
publishing a two-year Cluster sequence we have made it an easy matter for
students to plan a program with almost complete control over their compe-
tency sequence.

Open-exit for students, although possible, has not been utilized much
beyond an occasional student testing out of one or two modules in a
Cluster. The greater problem has been with students who cannot seem to
get work done within the normal ten-week quarter. Many performance-based
programs have been plagued with incompletes or "I" grades and at first
ours was no exception. We have, however, eliminated the problem and
substantially reduced the number of "Incompletes" given by increasing the
structure of the program and requiring the very negligent student to
re-enroll for the Cluster. No grade penalty is assessed, but there is
another tuition charge.

Grades and Grading

It has frequently been said that grades are a superimposition on the
learning process, but somehow students want them, registrars want them,
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even employers want them. We decided early to award letter grades, but

with significant differences from the traditional system. Borrowing from

colleagues at Holland College, Prince Edward Island, Canada, we have

established a rating scale with criterion-based standards of performance.

For a top rating, a student must perform, or produce a product, that is a

model of excellence. For the next level the standard is that of a typi-

cally "competent" beginning teacher. The third is loosely defined as

performance that is minimally acceptable, but meets all criteria. Grades

"A," "B," and "C" are assigned to tile levels described. "I" grades are

given to those who need additional time and encouragement to continue or

complete the work, while "F" may be assigned to those judged profession-

ally incompetent.

All evaluations are based on criterion-based checksheets found in the

instructional modules or specially devised by the staff. A composite

rating is computed from all modules in a cluster plus a "professional

attitude" rating given by the teacher educator/resource person. It is not

surprising to find that few students meet the "A" standard, most are

awarded the "B" rating, and seldom has an "F" been assigned.

Faculty.Assignments and Progi.am Costs

At the three outreach centers we have.been enrolling about 110 stu-

dents each quarter, which generates around 400 student credit hours. Each

center has the same course offerings but on different evenings. We ire,

in effect, delivering euuut 16 courses or 48 credits per quarter or term.

In conventional college teaching assignments, the credit load would

require about four faculty, while we are in fact generating enough student

'credit hours for about two positions. More by accident than by design,

we have been able to deliver instruction using about two faculty positions.

By doing some time studies this quarter, we expect to generate some

realistic data about faculty time requirements, especially on seminar

preparation and evaluation of completed modules. From these data we hope

to establish parameters for an equitable PBTE teaching assignment. There

is little hope, however, that we call reduce a full teaching load below 50

students, nor is it likely that we can improve student credit hour pro-

ductivity much beyond present levels. Our PBTE program has apparently

neither helped nor hurt our student-credit-hour productivity. What it

has done is to make it possible to deliver the ilght course to a voca-

tional teacher, at a time when it is needed, and in the place where it

counts--the classroom.

PBTE Pro ect Or anization and Mana ement

In our original conceptualization, we established three distinct

management groups: (1) a UCF PBTE Steering Committee, (2) a Service Area

Advisory Council, and (3) a Field Contact Team. The PBTE Steering Commit-

tee consisted of the vocational teacher educators, the PBTE project
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director, the department chairman, and the associate dean of the college.
Our weekly, hoUr-long meetings have proven to be most effective in achiev-
ing program goals, but probably more important has been the success
resulting from direct involvement of the vocational staff in the decision-
making process. Standard operating procedures include a prepared agenda,
minutes of proceedings, and a general agreement among ffiembers that pre-
sentations are best when made in writing. We seldom make a decision on
any important topic before a committee member develops a position paper
for the group to consider.

The Advisory Council was formulated on the idea that we would have
more creditability and greater acceptance if we had input from recOnized
service area vocational education leaders. We selected a very represent-
ative group...vocational teachers, supervisors, local directors, adminis-
trators, even a county superintendent. After two meetings during which
we outlined our program concepts and asked their advice on some relevant
issues, we concluded that the council was not really necessary. It seemed
apparent that the creditability and acceptance vies already present, while
the advice we were seeking was readily available from less complicated
approaches.

The Field Contact Team is visualized as including key vocational
personnel in local education agencies...perhaps county supervisors, assis-
tant center directors, or department chairpersons. They are the field
resource person cadre, communiation contacts, and a source for feedback
information. It is not meant to be a formal structure but rather a net-
work of LEA assistance with representation from every "user" of vocational
teacher education. The field contacts are absolutely essential to our
program. Acting as Resource Persons, LEA program leaders not only partic-
ipate in teacher education but they also have opportunity to observe
the development of their new teachers.

We have personally visited each service.area county superintendent
and his vocational administrative staff to gain support and cooperation
for our program. One of our selling points has been an agreement to
adjust our proposed list ,Jf teacher competencies to meet the unique needs
of local school systems. Interestingly, no county has requested this
adjustment; in fact, one has changed its annual faculty evaluation state-
ment to coincide with our competency list.

Two Chaflenges for Teacher Educators

It was not until the early 1970's when vocational thinking and
research was focused on the competency approach, and later with the devel-
opment of very scientifically produced instructional materials called
modules, that a different approach to vocational teacher certification
became feasible. With the knowledge and comfort that substantial work
had already been done, the UCF faculty chose to risk a new program
approach to vocational teacher certification. True Confessions, toot
would have us reveal that personnel in the Florida Division of 'vocational
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Education were taking strong public stands for a competency-based approach
to teacher preparation. Perhaps even of greater significance, and cer-
tainly alarming, was a revolt in the larger Florida school districts,
three of which had devised their own state-approved non-credit teacher
training programs. Teacher educators could envision several problems from

this development--one being unemployment!

In a proposal to the Division of Vocational Education two challenges
were cited. One was a plea for funds. Our university, like all others,
operates on a student credit hour basis. All faculty employed must pro-

duce credits. Non-producing faculty and low-productive programs are
generally unaffordable. It was clear that the time and effort needed to
design and develop a complete PBTE program could not be drawn from the
time of regular faculty under full production. We asked for help from
the Florida Director of Vocational Education, Mr. Joe Mills, and we got
it.

Challenge number two was recognition of the need for cooperation and
support from several sources. Implied in a performance-based approach to
teacher training is an "observation-on-the-job" element. Such a field-
based program could only be implemented by the University through the
full consent and cooperation of our adjkAcent county school systems. Pro-

cedural rules, obligations, and requirements had to be identified and
cooperatively resolved. But then, procedural rules existed within the
College of Education, in Academic Affairs, and in the Registrar's Office
as well. Further, the Office of Teacher Certification and other state
agencies also required special attention. Carefully laid plans with
everyone involved have helped us not only gain just acceptance to a new
approach, but also receive enthusiastic support.

Anyone wishing to begin a PBTE program would be well advised to think
through these two challenges very carefully before any measures are taken
to start out on such an endeavor.
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The Impact of Performance-Based
Teacher Education Curriculum

The National Center's Performance-Based Teacher Education (PBTE)
curriculum has been widely adopted and has had marked impact on vo-
cational teacher educatiom programs.' Many PBTE programs have been
implemented using the National Center?s 100 modules and support doc-

uments. In January 1980, two exemplaky sites using PBTE, Temple
University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the University of Central
Florida in Orlando, Florida were studied in-depth. Additional data

were collected through conducting telephome interviews and surveys
covering 71 PBTE programs apd examining product distribution records.

Distribution

From March 19 through-January 1980, over 260,000 PBTE modules

have been distribuekd, constituting over half a million dollars in
sales. Over 1,350 different agencies and 250 individuals have pur-
chased modules including approximately 990 education agencies, and
140 international agencies. The primary purchasers have been colleges
and universities which represent 59 percent of the total dollar sales.
Over 18 percent of all higher education institutions in the United
States have purchased PBE. All 50 states, 5 U.S. territories, 11

-, Canadian provinces, and124 other foreign countries have purchased
-Anodules. Based on enrollment data from 29 educational agencies, an
average,pf 60 teachers dre enrolled per PBTE program on a yearly basis.
Since 99T-educational agencies have purchased PBTE modules, a rough
estimate of 59,000 vocational education teachers have used PBTE modules.

Use

Full scale implementation as well as creative adaptations of PBTE
are occurring at many agencies across the nation. Of the 990 educa-
tional agencies which have purchased PBTE modules, 360 are universities,
330 are secondary schools, 210 are postsecondary institutions, and 90

are state agencies. At colleges and universities, PBTE i. used for pre-
service and inservice vocational teacher education programs. PBTE is

being used to train teachers in agricultural education, business and
office education, distributive education, health education, home eco-
nomics education, industrial arts, technical education, and trade and
industrial education. At secondary schools, PBTE modules are used for
inservice programs for practicing teachers. At postsecondary institu-
tions, there is an increasing use of the PBTE modules for staff develop-
ment programs, most frequently as part of a comprehensive personnel eval-
uation and development system. In addition to education agencies, over
220 noneducation agencies such as Caterpillar Trector Company, IBM, and
Union Carhide are using the PBTE modules, most frequently as part of com-
pany training programs for improving instructional techniques.
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Effects

Three levels of effects of PBTE were investigated: (1) effects

on vocational teacher education programs; (2) effects on vocational
teachers; and (3) effects on vocational education classrooms and stu-
dents.

Effects on Teacher Education Programs

Based on in-depth interviews with 45 college and university ad-
ministrators and faculty, it was found that PBTE has precipitated sig-
nificant changes in many vocational teacher education program. In a

period of declining need for secondary teachers, the National Center's
PBTE curricula has helped university vocational education departments
survive crises of funding cutbacks and faculty retrenchment. Because
PBTt lends itself to an individualized approach, universities can pro-
vide field-based programs to larger service areas. PBTE made it pos-
sible for universities to attract community support, receive state
funds for PBTE program development, and maintain enrollment. PBTE has

(1) increased students' access to vocational teacher certification by
providing self-containedTFIFTFUction especially useful in rural and
isolated areas; (2) increased flexibility in getting help to new teach-
ers immediately whenever they are tired; (3) increased productivity cf
teacher education programs at some institutions by shortening the time
required to certify vocational teachers and lowering costs by using dif-
ferentiated staffing; (4) reduced variability and increased accountability
of vocational teacher education curricula through standardizing the skilTs
vocational teachers are required to master; and, (5) significantly changed
the role of the university teacher from a classroom lecturer to a learning
facilitator frequently working with students'on a one-to-one basis.

Effects on Teachers

Based on in-depth interviews with 40 vocational education teachers
and local school administrators, there is evidence that PBTE is having
long-term impact on improving the caliber of vocational education teachers
especially in the areas Frinstruct5W67-Tanning, organizing instruction,
student reinforcement, individualizing instruction, and student evaluation.
There is also evidence that PBTE increases teachers' ability to be self-
evaluative and their confidence in themselves as teachers.

Effects on Classrooms end Students

PBTE also has contrNiuted directly to vocational education classrooms.
In an era of increased emr:lasis on basic skills and competencies, PBTE has
added impetus to the movement toward competency-based instruction for all
vocational education students. As ore administrator noted, "If you're go-
ing to do competency-based instruction with students, you must get teachers
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committed first." PBTE has (1) increased the use of competency-based
techniques with students because teachers teach the way they are taught,

and (2) improved the performance of local school administrators in

evaluating teachers.

Appraisal

In the course of interviews with program staff, teacher educators,

teachers, and local administrators, respondents were given the oppor-

tunity to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the PBTE materials.

The most common reaction to the PBTE materials is a healthy respect for

the technical quality of the modules themselves and the rigorous process

that was used for their development. The strengths identified by various

users were that PBTE materials are self-contained, modularized, performance-

based, individualized, and Eromote accountability.

As expected, some people like the curricula materials more than

others, as no materials are applicable to everyone. However, it is im-

portant to note that some of the criticisms directed at the modules are

really criticisms of the concept of performance-based teacher education.

With this caveat, some weaknesses identified by various users are that

PBTE reduces individuality, has limited emphasis on the affective domain,

and has the potential for misuse.

As a whole respondents felt that the strengths of the PBTE modules

far outweighed any weaknesses.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn about the distribution, use,

and effects of the PBTE curricula; (1) it is the mosc widely distributed

product ever developed by the National Center for Research in Vocational

Education, (2) it is being used by more institutions than other product

developed by the National Center fo, Research in Vocational Education,

(3) it has had significant impact on vocational teacher education, (4)

it appears to be having a long-term impact on improving the caliber of

vocational education teachers, and (5) it is providing impetus to the

movement toward competency-based instruction for all vocacional education

students.

(.1
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Development of Performance-Based Teacher Education
Modules for Nondiscriminatory Instruction

Background

Staff on the performance-based teachrx education module series proj-
ect at the National Center for Research ;n Vocational Education first
became interested in the competencies weded by vocational educators in
order to work with students with special needs during the development
of the 100 PBTE modules based on the 384 competencies identified by
Cotrell et al. Late in the module development process, staff realized
that some of the 384 competencies were becoming outdated, that events
over the nast ten years had changed the role of thc vocational teacher, '-
and that at least two areas of competencies were missing from the
original list: those competehcies dealing with serving students with
special needs, and those dealing with the development and implementation
of competency-based instructional programs at the secondary and post-
secondary levels.

This past year, as one of the studies designated by the U.S. Office
of Education, the National Center for Research in Vocational Education
initiated the project, "Development of Performance-Based Teacher Educa-
tion Modules to Impact on Training Vocational Educators in Nondiscrimi-
natory Practices." The purpose of this three-year project is to develop
training packages (modules) designed to enable vocational teachers to
create learning environments that are accessible, accommodating,.and
equitable, in order to meet the instructional needs of individuals in
those groups previously denied equal educational opportunities, such
as--

persons with limited English proficiency ,

racial/ethnic minorities
urban/rural economically disadvantaged
gifted and talented
mentally retarded
sensory and physically impaired
persons enrolled in programs nontraditional for their
sex
adults requiring retraining (displaced homemakers, aged,
technologically displaced, mid-life career changers,
ex-offenders)

Scope of the Project

The overall project scope of work was divided into three major
task areas:

Task I - Specifications for development and revision of
PBTE modules for nondiscriminatory instruction
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Task II - Development, testing, and refinement of new PBTE
modules

Task III - Revision and refinement of the existing series
of 100 PBTE modules

During the first year, project work focused upon Task I and accom-
plishment of the following four major objectives:

to identify the competencies needed by vocational
teachers to assure nondiscriminatory practicms in their
instruction

to develop specifications for approximately 1B new
modules designed to deliver on the identified competencies

to select, for development during years two and three of
the project, those modules which would help teachers make
the most impact across groups traditionally discriminated
against

to develop specifications for appropriate revision of
existing PBTE modules to incorporate competencies for
nondiscriminatory practices at the awareness level

The Research Process

During the past year, a complete literature search was conducted to
identify prior related studies. The search was conducted through
computer-access to the Lockheed Information System, using the ERIC and
Council for Exceptional Children data bases among others. A numberof
competency-identification studies were located and reviewed. In

addition, other projects were identified which irAuded implied compe-
tencles within their findings.

In general, what staff discovered through the literature searches
was the following:

Prior to 1975, there was little in the literature relata:1
to the training of vocational teachers to deal with
special populations. What existed was training of (1)
special education teachers to incorporate vocational
(or prevocational) training into their special education
programs, or (2) special coordinators to work with voca-
tional education personnel who had students with special
needs in their classes.

Prior to 1975, there was little interest in competency
identification in this area.
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In 1975 and subsequently, there was a proliferation of

,: competency-identification studies in the area of special
needs, mostly in terms of vocational teachers who wolild
be teaching separate classes for special students.

Only recently have stUd:es addressed the needs of the
vccational teacher with special students mainstreamed
into the regular vocational classroom. This can be

attributed to recent legislation concerning the provision
of the least restrictive envilrnment for students with
special needs.

The term "special needs student" has generally referred
only to the handicapped, the disadvantaged, and the men-
tally retarded.

Most competency identification efforts have been con-
ducted at a state level, for a specific special needs
group (e.g., the eduable mentally retarded). Most
competency lists have been adapted from previously
existing lists (e.g., Cotrell et al., 1971), and many
dealt with the total role of the vocational teacher rather
than with the specific competencies needed for dealing
with special populations.

Based upon nur review and synt:hesis of the teacher competency lit-
erature, several problems were revealed regarding the current "state of

the art" in teacher competency identification:

Competencies do not encompass those needed to serve all
of the special needs groups who are showing up in reWiar
vocational classes--adults returning for retraining (dis-
placed homemakers, technologically displaced, mid-life
career changers. ex-offenders), students enrolled in
programs nontraditional for their sex, the gifted and
talented, and students with limited English proficiency.

Many of the competencies identified thus far lack the
specificity needed to g.:ve direction to teacher training
or for the development of teacher training materials.

There appears to be a ra'her high level of duplivation
of competencies across the various competency listings,
regardless of which special population is be.ng addressed

Based upon these observations regarding the state of the art in
vocational teacher competency studies for special needs students, list-
ing a series of recommendations may be somewhat redundant at this point.
Rather, we will briefly describe approaches and courses of action being
pursued by our staff which embody the recommendations which we would
make at this time. (Other ongoing projects may also be utilizing

similar approaches.)



For the purposes of the current work of the National Center in
developing modules to train vocational teachers to provide vocational
education programs that are equaily accessible, accommodating, and fair
to all groups of students--nondiscriminatory practice--it was necessary
to go beyond the efforts made in the studies identified in the literature.
For one thing, much of the information in the literature indicated that
one of the most powerful elements working against the successful accommo-
dation of students with special needs into vocational classes was the
teacher's fear of the unknown. Vocational teachers, many of whom were
perfectly adept at individualizing instruction and working effectively
with a wide range of student abilities, were apprehensive about their
ability to work with the handicapped, the mentllly retarded, etc.,
because of their perception that they lacked the special training neces-
sary to do so.

Consequently, we decided not to develop modules geared to different
special needs groups (e g., "Provide Vocational Training for the Handi-
capped"). Such an approach implies that the vocational teacher is
expected to become a special educator, a specialist in the area of the
handicapped...the mentally retarded...the emotionally disturbed. Instead,
we decided to capitalize or the strengths and interests and skills of the
vocational teacher, and to provide modules.targeted to skill areas (e.g.,
"Identify and Diagnose the Special Needs of Students in Your Classroom").
Such an approach is designed to cut across special needs areas. In other
words, instead of worrying about becoming a specialist, the vocational
teacher is learning to use skills which are generalizable across special
needs areas, and which apply equally well o students with "normal" capa-
bilities. Instead of attempting to categorize the students in his/her
class, the vocational teacher is learning to apply techn4ques appropriate
to all students, including those with snecial needs. It was hoped that
this approach would be far more useful and anxiety-free.

Second, due to recent pressures from the legislation and the lobby-
ing of special groups, we decided to broaden the definition of "special
needs" to include most of the groups with different needs which could
today be, found in the regular vocational classroom. After much consider-
ation. the following groups were selected:

Mentally Retarded
Sensory and Physically Impaired
Gifted and Talented
Rural and Urban Economic*lly Disalvantaged
Persons with Limited English Proficiency
Racial/Ethnic Minorities
Persons Enrolled in Programs Nontraditional for Their
Sex
Adults Requiring Retraining
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Identification of Competencies

The next step was to identify teacher competencies. The competency-

identification process to be used differed from that used by the studies

reported in the literature, specifically

Tne competencies would describe the skills needed by the

vocational teacher to accommodate students with special
needs in the regular voca'ional classroom--mainstreamed
rather than separated out into special vocational classes.

The competencies would be identified from a national,
rather than state, perspective.

The total role of the vocational teacher would not be
addressed. Instead, the focus would be on only that which
the teacher would need to-E-diffiTcntly or more in order

to accommodate students wfth special needs. In other

words, given our 100 -Alt modules, what additional skills

are needed, and which of those 100 skills are of especial

importance in working with students with special needs?

For the purposes of module development, the competen-
cies would be delineated at a very detailed level of spec-

ificity.

Since we are concerned with the skills that are common
across special needs groups, as well as thnse that are

unique, the competency-identification process was struc-
tured to (1) identify the tacher skills needed for each
special needs grr'n, and then to use that information to

(2) identify the u.acher skills common and unique across

special needs groups.

Instead of adapting previously established competencies,
the DACUM process was used to identify competencies from

scratch.

The DACUM (Deveioping A Curriculum) process is a modified brain-

storming process used with small groups of expert practitioners to

analyze an occupational area a-d reach consensus on the skills needed.

In this case, it was used as fo,lows. For each of the eight special

needs groups identified, a DACUM panel was formed. Thus, for example,

the panel for the mentally retarded was comprised of eight persons, some

of whom were vocational teachers with expertise in working with the

mentally retarded and some of whom were supervisors or teacher educators

with expertise in the needs of th,. present as well as a grasp of the

ideal skills of the future.

Each of the eight panels met separately in the spring of 1979, and

each spent two full days analyzing the role of the teacher in serving
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the special needs group they represented. First, each group specified

the broad competency areas needed (e.g., "Instructional Planning"), and

then, for each broad area, the group specified the competencies required

(e.g., "Develop an IEP"). Since DACUM is a consensus process, as each

competency was suggested, it was vigorously discussed, dissected, and

debated. When a competPncy--and the preferred phrasing of th,it compe-

tency--was finally written on a card and placed on the wall, it had the

support of the whole group.

After all eight DACUM panels had met, staff looked acros: all eight

lists at the broad ccmpetency areas specified. Basically, eaci group

had come up with the .lame broad areas, although each broke them out in a

slightly different way. Staff then specified their own broad competency

areas, consistent with those of the panels, but allowing for the different

lists to be considered together. Thl competencies from each list were

then combined under the appropriate broad areas.

One member from each of the DACUM panels was then selected to par-

ticipate on a commonalities panel. This panel met to review the combined

list. The panel considered the competencies under each broad competency

area, looking for overlap and repetition. Similar items were combined.

Unclear items were clarified and restated. Poorly worded statements were

refined. This panel met for two days and, based on the direction they

provided, staff continued the effort. The result was a single list of

competencies needed by vocatio.11 teachers working with students with

special needs.

At this point, the competency list was compared to other existing

lists to determine if any critical competencies had been overlooked.

Approximately 25 lists of stated or implied competencies located in the

litera%ure were reviewed, competency by competency, to ensure that each

competency was included in our list of competencies. Only six competen-

cies were discovered that (I) were not on our list in any form, and (2)

seemed substantially important. These were added to our list.

In addition, another project at the National Center had been com-

pleted, the objective of which had been to develop a list of educational

strategies that may be employed by vocational practitioners to meet the

needs of disadvantaged, handicapped, and limited-English-proficiency

students. The list of strategies had been derivecl From visits to model

programs and reviews of the literature. Each of their 161 strategies

(or competencies), except two, iere somehow covered in our list of com-

petencies. Those two unique cowpetencies were added to our list, making

a total of 384 competencies.

An instrument was then developed using this list of 384 competencies.

For each of the original eight special needs groups, a verification panel

of ten persons (vocational teachers, supervisors, teacher educators) was

selected. Each group of ten persons had expertise in the skills needed

by vocational teachers to work with a single specific special needs group

in the regular vocational classroom. The instrument was sent to each of
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these 80 persons. Their task waS to review each competency on the list

and to rate each competency according to its importance (of little or no.
importance, important, very important) to the vocational teacher of the
special needs group they represented (e.g., mentally retarded).

Thus, for each special needs group, ten perions verified the impor-
tance of the competencies for teachers uf their special needs group. The

data for each of the eight groups were summarized (mean, mode) and syn-

thesized onto a single chart of competencies. Thus, for any one compe-
tency, one could look across the chart and see the mean/mode for each of

eigh'. groups. It was immediately evident which campetencies were
imporLant across all eieas and which were unique to specific groups only.

The verification panelists also provided a ranking of the importance

of tne 16 broad competency areas. They were asked to select the four
most important areas and rank them "1", the next four most important and
rank them "2"; the third most important and rank them "3"; and the fourth
most important and rank them "4." These rankings were totalled within

each group, and ranked accordingly. They were then totalled across all
groups to provide the final overall rankings.

Currently, the data synthesis is being used to determine.the instruc-
tional modules needed and the order in which the modules will be devel-

oped. As presently conceived, 15 modules will be developed. The topics

of those 15 modules are as follows (the topics are listed in the order
of their importance as ranked by the verification panels):

Instructional Planning
Preparation of Students for Employability
Materials Selection/Development
Special Instructional Techniques
Counseling/Student Self-Awareness, Self-Concept,
Self-Image, Self-Actualization
Identification/Diagnosis of Students

Communication/Language/Vocabulary
Development of Students' Career Planning Skills
Student Evaluation
Program Evaluation
Professional Development
Development of Students' Life-Role Competencies
Modification of Learning Environment/Physical Setting
Promotion of Peer Accept...Ice
Program Promotion

As you can probably see from the module topics, with the exception
of the module on the modification of learning environment/physical
setting--which is specifically geared to the sensory and physically
impaired--each module covers a skill which has applicability across
special needs (and 'normal") groups.



,s

Development of the set of 15 new nondiscriminatory practices modules
is being initiated on an incremental basis with field testing, revision,
and publication to follow.

In the process of identifying the competencies for nondiscriminatory
practices, it was found that many vocational educators believe that voca-
tional programs designed as individualized competency-based programs hold
the greatest promise for assuring equal accessibility, accommodation, and
fairness to all students. The current edition of the PBTE module series
includes neither the requisite teacher competencies nor reference to
installing and conducting competency-based instruction (CBI) in voca-

tional Programs.

Concurrent with module development this year, a list of competen-
cies--previously identified as being essential for vocational teachers
to install and conduct competency-based instruction--will be verified.
Specifications will then be developed for the inclusion of appropriate
CBI competencies in the revision of the series of 100 PBTE modules.

Incorporation of appropriate CBI competencies into the PBTE module
series at the same time as revision of the modules for nondisc:4iminatory
practices will contribute in two ways: (1) qffectiveness of the mate-
rials in preparing teachers to provide nondispriminatory instruction
will be enhanced, and (2) a second costly revision process will be
avoided; thus this approach is mGre cost-effedtive.

The major objectives of the designated study during 1980 are:

to develop new prototypic nondiscriminatory practices
modules (15-20) designed to deliver on the nondiscrimina-
tory practices competencies as per specifications devel-
oped previously

to initiate field testing of the nondiscriminatory practices
modules

to conduct verification of the CBI competencies identified
through previous National Center research

to develop further specifications for refinement of the
existing PBTE modules series to incorporate, as appropri-
ate, CBI competencies at the awareness or skill level

to initiate revision of the existing PBTE module series,
as per specifications, to incorporate competencies for
nondiscriminatory practices and for CBI at the awareness
or skill level

to initiate pilot testing of a sample of revised modules
from the PBTE module series
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to formalize agreements for publication and marketing of

the nondiscriminatory practices modules and the revised

PBTE module series

to develop specifications for new modules (10-12)

designed to deliver on the verified CBI competencies
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Development of Professional Materials for the Preparation
of Local Administrators of Vocational Education

Background

The need for increasing numbers of competent administrators of

vocational education at both the secondary and postsecondary levels

continues. It is no secret that the operation of high quality voca-
tional education programs requires leaders who possess many complex and

unique management skills. Many states have established the preservice
and inservice training of their local administrators of vocational

education as one of their top priorities for personnel development.
Unfortunately, the effective training of these administrators has been

hampered by the limited knowledge of the competencies needed and by the
limited availability of competency-based materials designed ta help

deliver the important competencies.

In response tc this recognized need, the National Center for
Research in Vocaticnal Education, with USOE sponsorship, launched a

two-year research and development effort in 1975 entitled "Development

of Competency-Based Instructional Materials for Local Administrators of

Vocational Education." The project nad two major objectives as follows:

1. To conduct research to identify and nationally verify

the competencies considered important to local adminis-

trators of vocational education.

2. To develop and field test a series of prototypic
competency-based instructional packages and a user's

guide.

The identification of competencies was based upon input from a

select group of experienced vocational adminif,trators participating in

a DACUM (Developing A Curriculum) workshop and on the results of an
extensive and comprehensive literature search and review. The merger

of the DACUM and literature revieo task statements i-esulted in a list

of 191 task statements that described all known functinns and respon-

sibilities of secondary and postsecondary vocational administrators.
These task statements were submitted by questionnaire for verification

to a select national group of 130 experienced secondary aAd postsec-

ondary administrators of vocational education. Ninety-two percent (92%)

of these administrators responC,A to the verification quest'onnaire and

indicated that 166 of the 191 statements were competencies important
(median score ol 3.0 r higher) to the job of vocational admThistrator.*

*For more information about these competencies, see The Identification

and National Verification of Competencies Important to SearTiii-r-Tand

Postsecondary Administrators of Vocational Education by Robert t.

Norton, Krfsty L. Ross, Gonzalo Garcia, and Barry Hobart, Columbus, OH:
The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1977.
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The development objective of the project led to the tentative clus-

tering of the verified competencies into 30 groups for materials develop-
ment purposes, and to the development and field testing of six prototypic

modules and a user's guide. The original six modules, which are now

available from the National Center Publications are:

Organize and Work with a Local Vocational Education
Advisory Council

Supervise Vocational Education Personnel
Appraise the Personnel Development Needs of Vocational

Teachers
Establish a Student Placement Service and Coordinate

Follow-up Studies
Develop Local Plans for Vocational Education (Part I)
Develop Local Plans for Vocational Education (Part II)

The modules were well received by the administrator trainees and the
resource persons who utilized them. Some of the strongest support for
the materials came from persons in states which are moving (some, very

rapidly) toward competency- or performance-based professional develop-
lent programs for vocational teachers and administrators. To deliver on

all of the important competencies verified, additional financial support
was needed to develop the remaining modules. Federal support was sought

but was unavailable for developmental purpose3. The National Center was
encouraged, instead, to seek the involvement of interested state depart-
ments of education for financial sponsorship of further development.

Consortium Organized

After much recruitment work, the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education and seven interested states organized a Consortium
for the Development of Professional Materials for Vocational Education.
Beginning on September 1, 1978 the Consortium members combined their
effcrts to support the cooperative development, field testing, and imple-
mentation of competency-based materials for professional vocational

educators.

Initial efforts during 1978-79 were focused upon the development of
competency-based administrator modules, using as a research base the
166 competencies identified and nationally verified as important to
local administrators in previous USOE-supported National Center research.
To deliver on all the important competencies verified, it was estimated

that 25 to 30 modules were needed. With six modules having been devel-
oped and field tested as part of the original USOE project, the

Consortium undertook the development of the additiondl modules needed at
the rate of one module per member state per year.

While their membership became effective at different times during
the year, seven states eventually members during the 1978-79 year.
The sponsoring state agencies and/or cooperating educatiohal institutions
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were as follows:

1. Florida Department of Education and Florida Inter-
national University

2. Illinois Office of Education and Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale

3. Ohio Department of Education

4. New York State Education Department

5. North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

6. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Temple University

7. Texas Education Agency

Consortium Operation

The Consortium operates through its Board of Members wil . each mem-
ber state being entitled to one voting representative. The scope of
work of the Consortium is carried out primarily by staff employed at the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education, with the help of
consultants who are employed as either writers or module reviewers to
help with the development process.

A brief explanation of several operational procedures will serve to
explain how the Consortium functions:

1. Each member state has one vote on the Board of Members
which is the legal policy-making body of the Consortium.

2. The Consortium Board meets twice a year, usually in
September and March.

3. Consortium members participate in determining module
priorities and field-testing procedures.

4. Consortium members nominate.consultant writers and
reviewers, and participate in field testing.

5. Consortium members have equal and immediate access to
all of the materials developed.

Development Procedures

The procedure used in developing and field testing the administra-
tor modules can best be described as a cooperative development process.
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In one of the first steps, the member states vote to establish the prior-
ity competencies for module development. Once the development priorities
are established, the state representatives are asked to nominate quali-
fied persons who can assist National Center staff as either consultant

module writers or module reviewers. The nominees plus selected others
known to the National Center Consortium 4aff are contacted and asked to

apply for the job of consultant writer :eviewer on one or more of the
modules to be developed. From these aplications, Consortium staff
select the most qualified persons available.

A four-stage development process is begun at that point to prepare
the modules. The four-stage sequence of development includes (I) pre-
paration of a module prospectus, (2) preparation of a fi,Ad-review
version, (3) preparation of a field-test version, and (4) preparation of
the published edition. A brief description of the procedures used at
each stage of developmentfollows.

Preparation of the module prospectus.--The module prospectus is )
usual y a four- to eight-page outline of the proposed module. It con'=.----

tains statements of the terminal and enabling objectives, an outline of
the topics to be covered in the information sheets, the proposed learn-
ing activities and feedback, a tentative list of the performance assess-
ment criteria, and a list of the specific competency statements to be
addressed by the module. The prospectus is generally drafted by the
Consortium staff member assigned to the module after he or she has
analyzed the competencies to be covered and reviewed the available lit-

erature. The prospectus is further developed and refined, however, at a
one-day conceptualization meeting involving the consultant writers and
Consortium staff. Three copies of the refined prospectus are submitted
to each state representative for reviews and critiques by the persons
they designate. A twenty-day turnaround time is requested so that the
module writers can benefit from the critiques received as they prepare
the field-review version.

Preparation of the field-review version.--After the conceptualiza-
tion meeting, the two consultant writers are asked to immediately begin
the preparation of information sheets, case studies, model answers, etc.,
based on their actual knowledge, experience, and expertise in the par-
ticular area. At the same time, the National Center staff writer
continues the search for relevant literature and sample materials. The

staff writer maintains contact with the consultant writers to answer
questions, check on progress, ,d relay information received from the
prospectus critiques. Once materials are received from the two consult-
ants., the staff writer prepares the field-review version by merging,
rewriting, editing, and formatting the material into a full-blown o'aft
of the module. It is then reviewed internally ')), another Consortium
staff member before duplication of the field-review copies. Six copies
of the field-review version of the module are sent either to t4, state
representative or directly to the persons previously designated for
voluntary reviews in each state. A module reviewer's checklist and
directions for completing the reviews accompany each module. At the
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same time, three peid consultant reviewers are also asked to provide a
detailed review and written critique of the module. Again, a twenty-day
review period is utilized so that the reviewers' comments can be obtained
as quickly as possible and used in preparing the field-test version.

Preparation of the field-test version.--All the field-review module
checklists and the written suggestions received are summarized and
analyzed as the major input into development c7 the field-test vers'on
of the module. Commonly, two or three Consortium staff members revi 141

the comments and suggestions for improvement and decide on changes to\be
made by the staff writer. When necessary,,another consultant may be
employed or further work may be requested of one or both of the initial
consultants to supply needed material. Once the field-test version has
been prepared, it is again reviewed internally by another Consortium
staff member before duplication for field te.st-purposes. Each member
state and/or cooperative institution of higher education receives 30
copies of each module for field testing. In addition to the modules,
field-test guidelines and instruments are provided for use by both the
resource persons and administrator trainees. In most states, an orienta-
tion and training session has also been conducted to prepare resource
spersoWfor their role in field testin:.' -

Preparation of the published edidon.--Although this stageof devel-
opment has not yet been reached, plans call for the summarization and
analysis of field-test data from all states as a basis for preparation
of the published version of each module by the Consortium staff. It is
anticipated that data will be collected from at least five different
states and a minimum of fifty administrator trainees before revisicn is
begun. Once published, 30 copies-of the module will be supplie'd to each
member state, and additional copies will be available through regular
National Center publications channels.

Nature of Modules

Each module covers a single broad competency or skill area (usually
encompassing two or more related subtasks) needed by local administra-
tors to carry out their responsibilities effectively. Through a variety
of learning activities, learners obtain background information concern-
ing the skill covered, apply that information in practice or simiated
situations, and eventually demonstrate the competency in an actual
administrative situation. Duric.g the final learning experience, the
administrator's performan a is assessed by a resource person using a
checklist of specific performance criteria.

The modules can be used in preservice c7 inservice workshops, grad-
uate courses at universities, internship or externship leadership
deve7opment programs, and other programs. While the modules are designed
for individual use, permit self-pacing, and require few outside
resources, they are not self-instructional. Preferably, they should be
used under the guidance of a qualified resource person who can advise
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learners and evaluate their progress. This might be a university pro-
fessor, a state department of education supervisor, or ,an administrator
at the state, regional, or local level.°

jhe funds from an individual ttate support the development and
field testing of one module but, by participating in the Consortium, each
member state has TiFiediate and equal access to all the modules being

developed. During the first year the following seven modules were devel-

oped:

Direct CurriCulum Development
Guide the Development and Improvement of Instructit.,
,.Provide a Staff Development Program
Direct Program Evaluation
Promote the Vocational Education Program
Manage Student Recruitment and Admissions
Involve the Community in Vocational Education

During 1979-80, the same states are supporting the development of
the following-seven modules:

Evaluate staff Performance
Select S.nool Personnel
Coordinate Guidance and Administrative Services for Students
Prepare Vocational Education Budgets
Manage the Purchase of Equipment, Supplies, and Insurance
Obtain Financial Support
Manage Physical Facilities

*1

Summary and Conclusions

The viability of the cooperative development approach as a cost-
'effective procedure for developing and field testing high quality pro-
fessional materials that meet the identified needs of several states has
been successfully demonstrated through 'the Consortium's first year of

operation. Perhaps the best meaLure of the Consortium's success is
indicated by the int-nt of all member states to continue their financial
support and participation in the Consortium for a second year.

The formation and operation of tin! multi-state Consortium has led
to the following recognized advantages over individual state efforts:

1. Member states can effectively limited financial
resources for curriculum development purposes. The

cooperative approach permits major savings as compared
to the cost of individual state efforts, if such
efforts are possible at all.
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2. Member states can effer:tively pool the professional
expertise.needed to develop, critique, revise, field
test, and publish high quality materials addressing
many'different competencies.

3. Through cooperative development, member states can
avoid the unnecessary duplication of effort and
enhance the quality of the materials developed.

Fuhther information on the Consortium can be obtained from
Dr. Robert E. Norton, Consortium Program Director, at the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University.
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The Resource Person
in

Performanced-Based Staff Deve ,pment

The National Center's development of the Resource Person role
should, in time, be recognized as cl ;ic work of mastery. Crossing
barriers of traditional education, staff developers will be free to
meet the individual needs of each instructor with whom they work.
Freeing the Resource Person from instructional delivery is not a solu-
tion in itself, but it does represent a series of opportunities to the
entire educational community in general, and to the staff developer in
particular.

Those of us familiar with the National Center's Resource Person
role well know that the instructional activities coordinated by the
Resource Person are a combination of individual conferences, small
group activities, large group activities, phone conferences, site
visits, media instruction, and peer interaction, among other things.

Let me share some deeper perreptions of this new breed of teacher
educator with you.

Resource Person - An Instructional Diagnostician

An effective Resource Person assists instructors in diagnosing in-
structional problems. Sensitivity to all types of delivery systems and
modes is imperative. Symptoms of instructional difficulties are reflect-
ed in such things as student learning problems, motivation, attendance,
and attitude. Other symptoms may themselves in the instructor's
frustrations, personal problems, and lack of teaching skills. The course
itself may show signs of outdated material or inappropriate subject mat-
ter. Delivery systems and instructional strategies may need adjustment
or revision. To be an effective insixuctional diagnostician, the Resource
Person must be in tune with the entire instructional climate.

Resource Person - An Instructionnl Prescriber

Once the diagnosis is mark. the Resource Person must stand ready
to prescribe an effective correctional activity for each instructional
deficiency identified. Often it is not enough for tho Resource Person
to understand what corrective measures may be necessarj, but he/she must
assist tP,.! instructor in discovering his/her own problems, and personally
deciding on the necessary steps for improvement.
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Resource Person - A Positive Instructional Prognosticator

Proponents of the "Pygmalion Effect" have conceptualized the char-
acteristics of the positive instructional prognosticator. Always sup-
portive of improvement activities, Resource Persons assist their clients
in seeing themselves as successful. The effective Resource Person ex-
pects succes_, but at the same time, points out the useful aspects of
efforts which fall short of the goal. The Resource Person is a master
of "Expectations of Success." Improvement activities which develop new
instructional skills are never ends in themselves, but are a means for
maKing possible a more effective or satisfying learning experience for
students.

Resource Persons - Keeping in Step

The direction seems clear...movement toward m, e individualized
teacher training activities is evident. In order to keep pace with this
trend, staff developers must increase the variety of their tools in order
to effectively manage individual instructional assessment, different
learning preferences, individual concerns about innovation, and free-
style course development.

Learning Preferences

The Canfield Learning Style Inventory and the Hill Model of Cogni-
tive Mapping are only two of several systems which will assist the staff
developer to take advantage of the individual learning preferences of
instructors with whom they work. Self-paced styles of education have
placed more of the burden of learning on the learner. To be effective,
we as Resource Persons must pay more attention to assisting the learner
in how to learn. Cognitive Mapping provides learners with insights into
their learning styles which most individuals have never before perceived.
Assisting individuals in identifying their learning preferences seems to
be a logical starting point for self-paced delivery systems.

Individual Concerns about Innovations

The Concerns-Based Adoption Model is a system developed by Gene Hall
at the Research and fAvelopment Center for Teacher Education at the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin. It is an example of how Resource Persons can
effectively seleCc developmental materials based on an individual readi-
ness. Long overdue are the results of efforts by the National Institute
for Staff and Organizational Development-North American Consortium, to
present staff development materials written at seven different levels of
concern. Coded for eav dissemination to faculty members specifically
ready fot a specific topic, these materials will surely enhance any staff
d velopment program.



The unique, individual needs of instructors (learners) must first

be identified. As Resource Persons verify these needs they (the instru-

tor and the Resource Person together) must identify performance objec-
tives and learning activities which when met, will provide the instructor

with the skills necessary to meet his or her needs.

Free-Style Course Develogntnt

The challenge of open-entry enrollment must be met so that instr,--:-

tors (learners) involved in free-style education courses can begin their

work on any day, and can complete their program any time they have

ac.leved their objectives. This challenge has been met at Spokane Com-

munity College. Free-style PBTE courses are being offered at Spokane,

and the results'are encouraging.

Once limited to traditional classroom staff development courses,
the program has been opened up and enlarged, and is presently offering

a wica.range of individually designed teacher education courses. A

first aid instructor is enrolled in a course called "The Development of

CompetLicy-Based First Aid," and a Psychology instructor is vforking

through a course titled "Group Activities in Psychology 101." A Sec-

retarial Science instructor is completing a course on "Developing Aer-

obics for Secretaries." Spokane Community College presently has 37

instructors enrolled in its Free-Style PBTE courses, each specially

designed by a Resource Persor and the individual taking the course.

Individualized Instructional Assessment

Spokane Community College has developed an assessment system for

improvement of instruction which permits an individual instructor to

select from hundreds of items in a catalog to design a personalized

assessment form that will focus on any aspect of the course or the

instructor's performance. It permits and encourages the use of assess-

ment by students, peers, administrators, and community m mbers, as well

as self-assessment. In conjunction with each assessment item is a self-

instructional activity designed to provide improvement activities if

improvement is indicated. This assessment process forms the basis for

a staff development prograi qhich consists (minimally) of an Instruc-

tional Specialist, a Staff Development Committee, and resource materials

which are re.dily available to faculty members.

An instructor may conduct a general assessment by students one
Quarter and discover certain improvement needs. The next Quarter's

assessment might be done by other instructors within the department,

with peer assessors offering helpful advice. In another case the

instructor could work with the Instructional Specialist. In nther

words, we hope that the flexibility of the assessment catalog, coupled

with the availability of opportunities for improvement, will make in-

divioualized instructional as.,:,essment a valuable tool in the improve-

ment of instruction.
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Teacher Centering in the Sunshine:
A Profitable Partnership

What is a Teacher Center?

Teacher centers are blooming across the country this spring. Growth

in the number and diversity of new centers has been startling over the

past five years--and this has been especially true in the State of

Florida. Teacher centers come in an endless variety of shapes F.:nd sizes,

but they do seem to have a number of characteristics in common:

1. Most have a physical headquarters. (It may be just an

office, or it may be a whole school.)

2. Most have an operational staff. (Maybe just one person,

or it may be a good-sized group.)

3. Most are based on the idea that teachers themselves

should have a major voice in how they are run.

4. Most emphasize inservice education, although some coop-

erate with schools of education in providing preservice

training.

5. Most have greatly varied programs involving courses,
workshops, speakers, and so forth, with a wide range of

time involvement for participants.

What Events Are Stimulating the Growth of Teacher Centers?

The following are among the major factors in the remarkable expansion

of the teacher center concept:

A federal program which has appropriated funds for creat-

ing and supporting teacher centers on a national scale.

Programs established by the National Education Associa-

tion and the American Federation of Teachers to develop

and supply teacher centers started by members of their

organizations.

Establishment of a nationd clearing house, The Teachers'

Centers Exchange, funded by the National Institute of

Education (NIE) in 1.ne Far West Regional Laboratory in

San Francisco.

In Florida, the passage of the Florida Teacher Center

Act of 1973, which mandated that by July 1, 1979, each

of Florida's 61 county school districts would collaborate

in the development of a center.
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In the Sunshine

The State of
centage of days
But the word suns
and local governm
become a model fo
law requires that
to the general pu
been eliminated.

As applied t
not only arc meeti
shared, and relati
above board. Dest
involved participa
interests of all.

Florida has a well-earned reputation for the high per-
which Ole Sol blesses us with his warmth and presence.
ine in Florida implies more than good weather. State

nts in Florida operate under a Sunshine Law which has
other states as well as the Federal government. This

all meetings involving governmental agencies be open
lic--an0 meetings conducted in secret have virtually

teacn r centering, "...in the sunshine" implies that
gs of governance groups open, but also that data are
nship among the collaborating groups are open and
uctiv game playing is minimized, and all parties
e in aking decisions which are reflective of the best

A Profitable Partn rshi

"The teacher cent r should be a vehicle to facilitate
the joint e fort, of universities and school districts
to carry ou teacher education programs which assure
that the te cheq's point of view is always considered."

Who are the partrer in this venture?

1. The school dist icts of Florida--(all except two made
the mandatedyie dline set by the Legislature)--who have
organized 42;TE s, six of whicn are multi-county,
serving 65 of' 6 districts. These school districts are
the recipient's f $5.00 per FTE for staff development,
totaling app+ mately $71/2 million.

1

2. The nine unive'r_ities of the State University System--
plus several pt,1 ate colleges who have signed agree-
ments to delive serviLes to the teacher centers;
services valued his year at $21/2 million.

Ralph D. Turlington
Commissioner of Education
State of Florida

3. The teaching pro
membership on st
councils, and ha
recommending of
i.e., how the $10

ession--who constitute a majority of
te (.171"Er local teacher center governing

e as part of their responsibility the
ograms and budgets for their delivery;
million will be spent.
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Who Profits From These Arrangements?

Collaboration and development of self-responsibility for professional
improvement are two fundamental principles in understanding the operation
of Florida teacher centers. Historically, the responsibility for the
preservice preparation of teachers belonged to colleges and universities,
while responsibility for.inservice training Was assumed by the school
districts. The collaborative nature of the center concept makes those
restrictive lines more flexible. Both agencies dnd the teaching pro-
fession are involved in program development usingThe schools as a teach-
ing and learning laboratory.

The seccnd principle, developr t of self-responsibility for profes-
sional improvement, is most important. The teacher center must strongly
emphasize the ideal of helping teachers become responsible for their own
professional development. The end product of such an effort becomes the
professionalization of teaching. This process is recognized as being of
tremendous benefit to teachers and the school districts they serve.

And what about benefits to a College of Education? Some obvious
benefits would include: providing a new lease on life...a new way to be
productive; offering a new leadership role in the education mainstream;
providing opportunities to try innovative approaches, particularly in
program development and in curriculum construction; offering new oppor-
tunities for conducting applied research; and making it possible to
develop a new repertoire of skills.

Although the three collaborating groups reap positi v! benefits from
teacher centering, the bottom line has to be evaluated in terms of stu-
dent outcomes. Massive evaluation efforts are now underway io an effort
to answer the obvious question: Does the expenditure of approximately
$10 million per year for the development of human resources in our public
schools really pay off in terms of student progress and achievement?

In summary, teacher education centers were established by the Florida
Legislat...re to be a cooperative venture among school districts, colleges
,of educition, and professional organizations. Their purposes include
determining th training needs of teachers, planning training activities,
and delivering services that are responsive to teacher needs.

PBTE Programs Using Teacher Centers

With this information as a backdrop, I feel sure that you are already
sensing that by its very nature the teacher center can be very useful in
delivering performance-based teacher education to vocational teachers.

The State of Florida State Board of Education Rules authorize the
development of alternative teacher education programs proposed by teacher
centers through a process of program approval. I would like to s'iare

with you two such program development efforts which nave been implemented
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in Florida for preparing vocational teachers using the teacher center as
the vehicle, and applying a performance-based approach:

Leon County TEC Vocational Industrial Education Teacher
Certification Program.

s Polk County TEC Vocational Teacher Program at Ridge
Voc-Tech Center.

Both programs identified preservice and inservice competencies to be
demonstrated by participants. Both also provided a means for studunts to
validate college credit if they wished to do so. Both received soma
supplemental financial support from the State Department of Education.

Let me highlight briefly some estinctive characteristics of each of
these programs.

Vocational Teacher Certification Program:

1. Four school districts (Leon, Gadsden, Jefferson and
Wakulla) and a community college (Tallahassee)
rarticipate.

2. Two universities (Florida State and Florida A & M) are
involved.

3. The TEC program is designed to fill industrial teacher
vacancies for ongoing vocational programs

4. A total of 102 teacher competencies have been identified
(41 preservice and 61 inservice).

5. A strong evaluation component includes appraisal of
the teacher's performance on the job over a period of
years

Polk County Vocational Teacher Program at Ridge:

1. Participants are the total faculty for a new vocational
facility -n a single school district (Polk County).

2. One university is involved (University of South Florida)

3. The program is designed to enhance vle capability for
the new faculty to deliver competency-based vocational
instruction.

4. A total of 44 preservice competencies havr. been
identified.
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5. There is ongoing involvement of the Department of Educa-
tion, the University of South Florida, and the Polk County
Teacher Education Center to establish a site for demon-
strating delivery Cn competency-based instro-Aion.

6. The program calls for utilization of a total of 900
hours of university service time over a three-year period.

Florida's approach to teacher centering requires all teachers, includ-
ing vocational teachers, to assume more initiative and responsibility in
their professional training, although this may seem unfamiliar to them.
School district administrators are being pushed to abandon their tradi-
tional duty of "giving" inservice education to teachers whether it meets
teacher needs or not. University personnel, likewise, are facing their
responsibility of attending to teachers and administrators as equal
partners in an enterprise which up to now has been owned and operated by
the university alone. Florida's new state policy for teacher education
will be fully realized when teachers, administrators, and university
faculty learn to cooperate with one another on an equal basis. In the

end, the form of teacher education centers establishPd in Florida may
prove to be a new experiment in a very old idea...democracy.
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The Challenge of Competency-Based Vocational Instruction:

Implications for Teacher Education

Suburban Hennepin County Vocational Technical Centers

Suburban Hennepin Vocational Technical Centers, Minneapolis,

Minnesota, opened multi-campus facilities in 1971 designed to serve

approximately 3500 vocational students at both the secondary and post-

secondary levels, and Special Education students from 13 participating

school districts. Currently, two campuses have been built to provide

vocational education opportunities for secondary and postsecondary stu-

dents. Each of these campuses contains approximately 71/2 acres under a

single roof, and houses approximately 65 vocational programs. There are

approximately 300 vocationally certified instructors on the two campuses,

serving approximately 1600 secondary students in two-hour time blocks,

and approximately 3000 full-time postsecondary students.

Competency-Based Curriculum Design

For each vocational program, competencies are identified and agreed

upon jointly by program staff and advisory committees that represent

each individual program being offered by the district. The following

steps are carried out, with little variation for each program.

1. An occupational description is developed, describing

wha.c people do io a particular occupation, and the con-

ditions under which they work. This description also

names various sub-occupations for which people can be

trained.

2. Each occupation i broken down into the competencies a

person performs in the occupation. A competency is a

statement of what a person is able to do, and is both

observable and measurable. Identified competencies

are validated with the occupational advisory committee.

3. Each competency is broken apart into its respective
tasks--entry-level sk4lls which must be acquired and

wiTCF: are also observable and measurable.

4. Each task is detailed to determine step by step what

must be done to perform the task. Each "doing" step is

analyzed to identify what a person must know in order

to perform each step in the task.

5. Performance objectives are writteo stating the degree

of skill which a worker must display in performing a

competency/task, based on employable levels. This level

of employability is validated with the occupqtional

advisory committee.
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6. Evaluation instruments are prepared to measure the com-
15iiiii-57iisk.

7. Resources and learning activities are identified to pro-
vide the basis for giving students the skills and
knowledge required to enable each individual student to
master the competencies and tasks required for one or
more sub-occupations in the student's chosen occupational
field or the general education field in which the student
is working.

The term "competency-based" is utilized at Suburban Hennepin County
Vocational Technical Centers to indicate the analysis procedures only.
The delivery systems, therefore, may range all the way from "very tradi-
tional" to the most exotic forms of individualized instruction. Instruc-
tional materials are developed in a PAK format for delivery via
individualized instruction. The format does not embrace any particular
mode of instruction nor any particular media, but it does allow for
self-paced learning, open entry/open exit, and receiving credit for prior
learning.

Design for Implementation of the Competency-Based Vocational Program

Joint Independent School District No. 287 is committed to a system
of instruction designed in individualized units which allow students to
move through a program at their own pace and ability. Each program is
based upon a detailed breakdown of occupational components known as
competencies. These competencies form the initial input to this system
and must be identified and completely analyzed before any semblance of
an individualized system can be implemented.

A program is initiated by first identifying the competencies neces-
sary for a person to find employment success in an occupation. Identi-
fied competencies are observable and measurable on the job. Therefore,
it should be possible to observe a worker in industry performing any
identified competency. Competencies are verified by discussing them
with an advisory committee composed of both managers and actual workers
in that industry. Decisions are made concerning which competencies
should be taught to a person initially entering the industry. This list
of competencies must be changed continually to reflect newly identified
or changed demands which must be performed to maintain success in the
industry.

A complete analysis of the competencies provides the input to the
system upon which many decisions can be made. From the analysis, infor-
mation is gathered which determines the content of the program, the
evaluation of students, the resources required, and the characteristics
of the program. Only after this information has been gathered can a
competency-based individualized instructional system be implemented.
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Developing a Competency-Based Vocational Program

In order for competency-based education to succeed, an ongoing in-

service training program must be developed to train staff to: (1) write

curriculum, (2) teach the competencies, and (3) follow the overall con-

cepts of competency-based education. Generally, this is no small task.

As most instructors have participated in a traditional educational

process all their lives, competency-based education is most often seen

as a foreign element which, at best, must be lived with and certainly

not be adopted for use without proven results. Consequently, instructors

must be: (1) shown what competency-based education is, (2) given reasons

for its adoption along with proven success examples, (3) motivated to

develop the personal skills required to write and teach competencies,

(4) given an opportunity to personally experience competency-based edu-

cation in action, and (5) given the time, resources, and educational

guidance and assistance needed to write curriculum and teach using the

process of competency-based education.

There are any number of suggestions which could be made which would

be useful to those desiring to implement competency-based individualized

instruction for their vocational programs. Although specific suggestions

would be too numerous ahd lengthy to mention here, the following general

areas would merit careful consideration.

Prepare a written philosophy to be supported by all admin-

istrators and the local school board.

Conduct workshops for all administrators on competency-

based vocational education.

Standardize the terminology to be used.

Standardize a curriculum analysis system.

Provide training for all personnel in the district.

Provide staff support in all areas of development.

Looking to the Future

In this Conference presentations have been given by some of the

foremost authorities on competency-based vocational teacher education in

the world. You have also shared ideas with other participants represent-

ing twenty-two states and Canada. Based upon the eminence of this

/ group and the quality of the presentations given at this conference I

would like to look at the future in two ways: (1) by presenting a list

of recommendations for this group, and (2) by presenting a list of

developments which I believe we will see in the future regarding compe-

tency-based teacher education.
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The following is a list of recommendations to which I believe this

group should address themselves:

Establish an annual National Conference on PBTE

Develop a National Philosophy or policy statement on PBTE

Establish a National Definition of terms for PBTE

Establish a National Dissemination Clearing House for new
developments in PBTE (Perhaps the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education could fuifill this
function.)

The following is a list of developments which I believe we will see
in the near future in the PBTE movement:

Competency-based personnel systems

Competency-based property management systems

Competency-based evaluation of staff, administrators,
facilities, and equipment

Competency-based cost effectiveness studies

Competency-based budgeting systems

Other management information systems at local, state and

national levels
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CONFERENCE STAFF
AND MAJOR PRESENTERS

NATIONAL INVITATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PBTE

Orlando, Florida
March 20-21, 1980

University of Central Florida
College of Education

Box 25000
Orlando, Florida 32816

Dr. Harry O. Hall
Chairman, Department of Secondary
and Vocational Education

Dr. Glen E. Fardig
Director, PBTE Project

Dr. Earl Fowler
Professor -of Education

Dr. Robert F. Paugh
Assistant Professor of Education

Dr. Steven E. Sorg
Assistant Professor of Education

Mary Lou Park, R.N.
Visiting Assistant Prbfessor

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Dr. James B. Hamilton
Senior Research and
Development Specialist

Dr. Robert E. Norton
Senior Research and
Development Specialist

Dr. Kay A. Adams
Coordinator of Center Evaluation

Dr. W. Robert Houston
Associate Dean
College Of Education
University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004

Ms. Karen Quinn
Program Associate

Ms. Lois G. Harrington
Program Associate

Mr. Darrell Heitzman
Program Coordinator
Suburban Hennepin County
Voc/Tech Centers

1820 North Xenium Lane
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441
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Mr. James G. Pollard
Instructional Specialist
Staff Development
Spokane Community College
N. 1810 Greene Street
Spokane, Washington 99207

Mr. Rex Toothman
FAO 231 College of Education
University of South Florida
4202 Fowler Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33620
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

PERFORMANCE-BASED VOCATICVAL TEACHER EDUCATION

MARCH 20-21, 1980 Orlando, Florida

Thursday, March 20 - Morning Session

8:45 a.m. Registration

9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

12:00 noon -
1:15 p.m.

AGENDA

Morning Session Begins

Overview of the Conference

Welcome to the University of
Central Florida

Introductions

PBVTE Benchmark: The UCF Program

The UCF Setting

The qu Program Model

-BREAK-

Delivering Instruction

Teacher Assessment

The Special Health Occupations Program

Administration Problems and Solutions

Questions and Answers

-LUNCH-
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Glen Fardig.

President
Trevor Colbourn

Dean C. C. Miller

Glen Fardig

Robert Paugh

Steven Sorg

Mary Lou Park

Harry Hall



Thursday - Afternoon Session

1:15 p.m. Afternoon Session Begins Moderator: Bob Norton

PBTE Module Revision Karen Quinn

Symposium: Progressive Practices in PBTE

School/University Cooperation Jerry Fuller

Diagnostic Assessment Tom Walker

Cornell's Consortium Approach to CBTE Kate Penrod

Preparing Part-time Instructors Carl Bartell

Staff Development at a Vo/Tech Institute Pichard Rounds

Developing a Staff Learning Plan Donald Glendenning

Training Real Estate Instructors via PBTE Les Tyrell

Implementing Comretency-Based
Education at All Levels James Noerner

SHARE THE WEALTH SESSION

Questions to Presenters Moderator: Steven Sorg

Small Group Sessions

Idea Sharing

4:30 p.m. Adjournment

Thursday - Evening Session

7:00 p.m. Dinner Meeting
Langford Hotel - Pavilion A

The Impact of PBTE

National Center Impact Study
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Host: Earl Fowler

Robert Houston
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Friday, March 21 - Morning Session

8:30 a.m.

12:00 noon -
1:15 p.m.

Morning Session Begins Moderator: Glen Fardig

Work in Progress - The National Scene

New Instructional Materials for
Teacher Education Jim Hamilton

Materials for Administrator Training Bob Norton

-BREAK-

Update: Module Use in the U. S. Harold Parady
Lois Harrington

The Competency-Based Approach to
Post-secondary Staff Development

Three Special Interest Sessions

Summary Session

-LUNCH-

Jim Pollard

Jim Hand/ton
Bob Norton
Jim Pollard

Glen Fardig

Friday - Afternoon Session

1:15 p.m. Afternoon Session Begins Moderator: Harry Hall

4:30 p.m.

Looking to the Future: Implications
for Teacher Education

The Teacher Education Center Movement Rex Toothman

The Challenge of Competency-Based
Vocational Instruction Darrell Heitzman

-BREAK-

Reaction Panel:

The Future of Vocational Teacher Education

Small Group Session - Plans for the Future

Group Reports on Plans for the Future

Adjournment
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